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SUMMARY 
The study presents a simulation model of a closed national 
economy with special emphasis on the interaction between the population 
structure and the performance of the economy. 
The model is built on the following assumptions: (a) The size 
of the labor force depends on the age-structure of the population and 
a participation rate; (b) the quality of the labor force can be 
adjusted on the basis of the average number of years of formal 
education; (c) public spending is a linear function of the size of 
the population; (d) private spending depends on private disposable 
income and the average propensity to consume; (e) business investments 
depend on the expectations for future production and, finally, (f) the 
stabilization policy of the government guarantees sufficient demand at 
all times. The output of the economy is computed from the adjusted 
size of the labor force and the business capital stock by means of a 
Cobb-Douglas production function. 
The model behavior is simulated for a period of 40 years, 
starting with the initial values of the U. S. economy in 1960. The 
period from 1960 to 1968 is used to validate the model. The computer 
program is written in DYNAMO. 
The effects on the model behavior are examined in a series of 
experiments consisting of changes in four exogenous variables, i.e., 
the birthrate, the participation in the labor force, the participation 
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in college education, and the average propensity to consume. The 
test inputs reflect the extremes of the possible behavior of the test 
variables or a "middle of the way" behavior. The reaction of about 
ten model variables to the test inputs is discussed in detail with 
particular reference to the size of the population and the labor 
force, school enrollment, gross national product, personal disposable 
and per capita income, savings, and the growth of average personal 
wealth. 
The results illustrate significantly strong effect of the time 
lag between birth and the entry into the labor force on per capita 
income in the case of a changing birthrate and the importance of the 
average propensity to consume in a closed economy. 
A number of proposals for further experiments with the model 





Using the definition of economics by Samuelson (21), we may say 
that the purpose of an economy is to use scarce productive resources to 
produce various commodities over time and to distribute them for con­
sumption, now and in the future, among the various people and groups 
in the society. 
This economic process is only partly under the control of dis­
tinct decision makers, such as the government or the management of 
private enterprise. A basic influence is exerted by the characteristics 
of the population, i.e., its age structure, education and spending 
behavior. The age structure has a dominating influence on the demand 
for education and the size of the labor force. The technological level 
of the production is closely related to the training received by the 
labor force. If the economy is assumed to be closed, then the spending 
and saving attitudes determine the amount of funds available for 
investments and thus influence the future growth of the economy. 
The author was attracted to this problem area by the situation 
in his native Germany. In this country, two world wars have strongly 
distorted the normal age composition of the population through the 
elimination of considerable parts of two generations. As a result, the 
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supply of young labor into the labor force, of students into education, 
and of old persons into retirement has been subject to strong changes 
over a period of about 30 years. In addition, a shorter workweek and 
longer compulsory education has been introduced in the past ten years. 
The coincidence of these events created problems of adjustments that 
could be solved only by the import of foreign labor. 
The experience of Germany is not unique. Most economic problems 
of the underdeveloped countries can be reduced to the fact that their 
populations are rapidly growing and that their labor force lacks ade­
quate training. In highly industrialized economies, the effects of the 
population are less dominating but still far from being negligible. Two 
problems particular to advanced nations that are strongly affected by 
the age structure of the population are the social security and retire­
ment plans. 
Literature Survey 
The interactions between the population and the performance of 
the economy have occupied economists and political thinkers at least 
since the first industrial revolution. Adam Smith (23), Ricardo (18), 
Malthus (11) and Marx (12) have contributed most to the revolution of 
thought in this field. Due to the social situation in the early stages 
of industrialization, their concern centered mainly around the problems 
of the distribution of wealth, the future of poverty, and full employ­
ment. Consequently, it dealt largely with the social and philosophical 
issues involved. 
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The new situation created by the advent of general affluence 
in the industrial nations is treated by Galbraith (7). Based on an 
analysis of the modern industrial system, he proposes new social aims, 
such as more education and leisure instead of a further increase of 
consumption that he considers unnecessary at the present rate. 
A common characteristic of all these works is that they do not 
quantify the economic relations they describe. Their purpose is to 
discover and predict trends in the economic development and to propose 
directions. This can be an important function. Should for example 
Galbraith's proposals become generally accepted, the effects on the 
economy would be considerable. 
It is only in recent years that attempts to build large quanti­
tative models of economic systems have been undertaken. This is not 
an accident. Only the great progress in the areas of economic sta­
tistics and computers made quantification possible. The most ambitious 
effort to describe a total economy at a macroeconomic level of aggrega­
tion is represented by "The Brookings SSRC Quarterly Econometric Model 
of the United States" (5). This model consists of more than 250 defi­
nitional and behavioral equations and is intended to make short term 
predictions. It is still too early to comment on the success of this 
particular experiment. Another example is the simulation model of the 
Indian economy by Holland and Gillespie (9). They subdivide the economy 
into six main sectors. Several economic policies are tested on their 
effect on gross national product, the balance of payments, and other 
endogenous variables. 
Orcutt, Greenberger, Korbel, and Rivlin (14) present a stochastic 
microanalytic model of national economy. Individuals and combinations 
of individuals (spending units), such as families, serve as the basic 
components of the model. Runs are made for the period from 1950 to 
1960 with operating characteristics based on the available statistical 
data. Comparison of the results with observed aggregate data shows 
that the microanalytic method does not yet provide reliable predictions. 
This situation may improve once detailed statistics about the behavior 
of the microcomponents are available. 
The work that comes closest to the intentions of this study has 
been done by Denison (2) in 1959. He analyzes the growth rates of the 
gross national product over a period of 50 years, ending in 1959. He 
divides the total growth rate between four sources: the inputs of 
capital, land, and labor, and changes in the rate of output per unit of 
input. Education is considered by adjusting the quality of labor accord­
ing to their average number of years of formal education. The basis of 
his allocation is the marginal productivity theory, saying that the 
contribution of a certain input to production is proportional to the 
share of the total income created by this input. Thus, if capital 
income like interests or dividends account for 20 per cent of the 
national income, then the use of capital contributes equally 20 per 
cent to the production of goods and services. This theory assumes free 
competition and equilibrium in the economy. 
To obtain his results, Denison makes three further assumptions: 
he assumes that 60 per cent of the differences in income are due to 
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differences in education. He assumes further that the effects of the 
economics of scale increase the growth due to all other causes by 10 
per cent, and, finally, the advance of knowledge is assumed to con­
tribute 0.75 percentage points to the growth rate each year. The final 
allocation of the growth rate among its different sources is projected 
into the period from 1960 to 1980. Combined with the forecasts for the 
inputs of land, labor, and capital, this yields predictions for the 
gross national product in this time period. For the observable years 
up to 1968, these predictions turn out to be sensibly below reality. 
The reason may be that the projections were made on the basis of data 
with great economic disturbances in the form of depressions and wars. 
Definition of the Problem 
The previous discussion shows that age structure, education, 
and spending attitudes of the population have a considerable influence 
on the performance of the economy. 
Starting from an initial situation, only the birthrates and the 
deathrates determine the future age composition of the population. The 
rates of participation in education and in the active labor force then 
influence the future quality and size of the labor force. Assuming 
constant deathrates, and neglecting the effects of spending habits for 
the moment, the effects of the population on the economy then depend 
on the behavior of only three variables: the birthrate, the rate of 
participation in education, and the rate of participation in the labor 
force. 
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In a free society, none of the three variables is subject to 
direct control, but is the result of the sum of a very great number of 
individual decisions. Only the lower levels of education have com­
pulsory attendance; participation in higher education is voluntary. 
Except by simple extrapolations, it is almost impossible to give 
a long term prediction of the birthrate. The number of factors it 
depends on is large and, for example, in the case of the change in 
moral attitudes, hard to quantify. The same holds true to a lesser 
extent for the participation in education and in the labor force. How­
ever, the upper and lower limits of the future behavior of each of the 
three variables can be estimated. Their actual course will then be 
somewhere between these limits. 
The spending habits of the private sector of the economy can be 
described by the average propensity to consume (APC). This coefficient 
indicates how much of the income of a period is spent in the aggregate. 
A constant APC implies that the level of consumption depends only on 
the level of current income. Although such an assumption neglects a 
number of other factors, it describes the long term behavior of aggre­
gate spending quite well. The APC in the U. S. has been fairly con­
stant at 0.93 in the last ten years, but values deviating in either 
direction by up to M- per cent seem still possible. 
The objective of this study is to compare the growth of a closed 
national economy when the birthrate, the participation in education, 
the participation in the labor force, and the average propensity to 
consume follow different patterns. In more general terms, this 
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o b j e c t i v e m e a n s t o f o r m u l a t e a d y n a m i c m o d e l o f a n e c o n o m i c s y s t e m a n d 
t o c o m p a r e t h e e f f e c t s o f f o u r t e s t i n p u t s o n t h e b e h a v i o r o f t h e 
e n d o g e n o u s v a r i a b l e s o f t h e s y s t e m . 
I n o r d e r t o m a k e v a l i d c o m p a r i s o n s , t h e a s s u m p t i o n s a b o u t t h e 
e f f e c t s o f t h e p o p u l a t i o n c h a n g e s h a v e t o b e j u s t i f i e d b y s t a t i s t i c a l 
e v i d e n c e o r b y e x p e r i e n c e . A t e s t o f t h e w h o l e s y s t e m w i t h p a s t d a t a 
t h a t a l l o w s u s t o c o m p a r e t h e t h e o r e t i c a l r e s u l t s w i t h t h e r e a l l i f e 
r e s u l t s i s n e c e s s a r y t o v e r i f y t h e v a l i d i t y o f t h e a s s u m p t i o n s . 
B e c a u s e o f t h e b e t t e r a v a i l a b i l i t y o f s t a t i s t i c a l d a t a , t h i s 
s t u d y i s b a s e d o n t h e U. S . e c o n o m y . H o w e v e r , i t c o u l d e a s i l y b e 
a d a p t e d t o o t h e r e c o n o m i e s b y a d j u s t i n g t h e i n i t i a l v a l u e s a n d 
p a r a m e t e r s o f t h e s y s t e m . 
S c o p e a n d L i m i t a t i o n s 
T h e a c t u a l s y s t e m o f a n a t i o n a l e c o n o m y i s e x t r e m e l y c o m p l e x . 
I d e a l l y , t h e b e h a v i o r o f e a c h m i c r o c o m p o n e n t — f a m i l i e s , i n d i v i d u a l s , 
f i r m s , i n s t i t u t i o n s — w o u l d h a v e t o b e c o n s i d e r e d s e p a r a t e l y . I n t h i s 
s t u d y o n l y a g g r e g a t e v a l u e s o f t h e w h o l e e c o n o m y a r e u s e d . S i n g l e 
i n d u s t r i e s o r p e r s o n s m a y d i f f e r f r o m t h e a v e r a g e e c o n o m i c b e h a v i o r 
t h a t i s e x a m i n e d h e r e . 
By c o n s i d e r i n g b o t h p r o d u c t i o n a n d d e m a n d , t h i s s t u d y c o n t a i n s 
t h e t w o m a j o r c o m p o n e n t s t h a t d e t e r m i n e t h e l e v e l o f a c t i v i t y i n a 
f r e e e c o n o m y . I t t h u s a v o i d s t h e o v e r - s i m p l i f i e d a s s u m p t i o n o f t o t a l 
e c o n o m i c b a l a n c e . 
H o w e v e r , a n a s s u m p t i o n a b o u t t h e c o n t r o l o f t h e a g g r e g a t e o u t p u t 
h a s t o b e m a d e . E c o n o m i c c o n t r o l i n t h e p r e d o m i n a n t p r e s e n t v i e w i s o n e 
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of the tasks of the federal government. The main tools, public 
investments and taxation, are applied by Congress individually in each 
situation. In the study, a stabilization policy fixed by a constant 
formula has to be applied. This formula may not always reflect the 
actions that would have been taken in a real world situation. However, 
it has the great advantage to provide a constant basis for the study of 
the effects of the various test inputs. 
To sum up, since the knowledge about the nature and intensity 
of the interactions at the aggregate level of an economy is incomplete, 
a considerable number of assumptions have to be made. These assumptions 
are summarized in a list at the end of Chapter III. 
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CHAPTER II 
SELECTION OF A METHOD OF SOLUTION 
Possible Methods of Solution 
The objective of this study is to test the quantitative effects 
of changes in the behavior and composition of the population on eco­
nomic growth. Since there are several possible methods of attack on 
the problem, a selection has to be made. 
Two main approaches have been found to be applicable. The first 
one has previously been used by Denison (2) and might be called the 
"Growth Function Method." After the contributions of the individual 
sources to the total economic growth have been quantified by an analysis 
of past data, a single relation can be set up that describes the gross 
national product as a function of the inputs of land, labor, and capital 
with an allowance for education, technical progress and the economies of 
scale. The response of gross national product to a time series of test 
inputs can then be calculated. 
This method has some major shortcomings. One is that population 
affects only the size and quality of the labor force but not the con­
sumer demand. But a more important limitation is the fact that by 
projecting the inputs separately, all interactions that exist between 
them are neglected. For example, a larger amount of capital is avail­
able for investments if the population decides to save more. 
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The second approach is to describe the interactions between 
population and the economic growth in a dynamic mathematical model and 
to simulate the model behavior on a computer. Such a model takes the 
form of a number of simultaneous equations, some of which govern the 
model behavior over time by means of time lags or time differentials. 
A large number of economic models is already in existence. 
Naylor, Balintfy, Burdick, and Chu (13) distinguish three main groups: 
macrodynamic, econometric, and simulation models. In order to provide 
better perspective for the method later employed in this study a short 
outline of their discussion is given below. 
Macrodynamic models characteristically describe entirely closed 
systems. To express feedback within the system, they normally take 
the form of a small number of simultaneous differential equations. 
They can be solved explicitly with the tools of mathematics. However, 
the complexity of the models is very limited due to the requirements of 
mathematical analysis. Because of their high degree of aggregation, 
these models have mainly pedagogical value and are unsuitable for 
decision making. A list of some of the more important models of this 
kind includes Kalecki (10), Samuelson (20), Domar (3), Hicks (8), and 
Phillips (15). 
Simulation models are characterized by a large number of equa­
tions and by the fact that they may contain exogenous variables. 
Because of their size, they depend on electronic computers for a study 
of their behavior. Simulation in this context may be defined as pro­
posed by Balintfy, Naylor, Burdick, and Chu (13) as: 
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Simulation is a numerical technique for conducting experi­
ments on a digital computer, which involves certain types 
of mathematical and logical models that describe the behavior 
of a business or economic system (or some component thereof) 
over extended periods of real time. 
To study the consequences of alternative policies, analytical 
solutions of a model are unnecessary. A simulation model will provide 
the time path of the endogenous variables. It can be made as realistic 
as the available data permit. 
Econometric models differ, according to Cohen (1), from simula­
tion models primarily in the treatment of lagged endogenous variables: 
"In an economic model, lagged variables are, in effect, treated as exo­
genous variables. They are viewed to be predetermined by outside forces 
rather than by earlier applications of the mechanism specified in the 
model." 
An econometric model is used to compute the value of the endo­
genous variables of one future period. For the next period, all lagged 
variables will be readjusted to the observed reality. 
A simulation model, in contrast, updates the value of its lagged 
variables within the system by recursion and runs over extended periods 
of time. It is thus not self-correcting and errors in the initial 
values are carried on over the whole run. 
The preceding discussion shows that for the pseudo-experiments 
with the economy that are to be carried out in this study, the simula­
tion approach offers considerable advantages over Denison's method. 
It especially meets three requirements : different policies can easily 
be tested, interactions and feedback between variables can be included, 
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and few practical limits to the complexity of the model are imposed. 
Because of these attributes, the simulation method is used in this 
study. 
The Technique of Simulation 
Since simulation is a relatively new technique for problem 
solving, there are a number of different philosophies about the features 
of a simulation model for a economic system. Two main issues are con­
cerned with questions whether a model should be entirely closed and 
how much disaggregation is necessary to obtain meaningful results. 
Forrester (6) argues that since economic and industrial systems 
are closed-loop, information-feedback systems, the models of such a 
system have to be entirely closed. He states that an independent 
variable is used as if the response of the system under study had no 
coupling with the independent variable. In this case, the purpose of 
the exogenous variable is not to create a more realistic model behavior 
but to set arbitrarily the external conditions under which the system 
is to be observed. Consequently, Forrester permits exogenous variables 
only as test inputs. 
Forrester's philosophy does not consider that in economic, 
industrial, and military models the behavior of some variables may be 
purposefully predetermined by the policy makers as part of a strategy. 
The purpose of the simulation is then to determine the best strategy 
among the alternatives by comparing their effects on the behavior of 
the system. 
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In other cases the practical formulation of an entirely closed 
system is very difficult, if not impossible, because not enough sta­
tistical data are available to set up a dependable functional relation­
ship between some variables. In this case, it seems preferable to 
introduce exogenous variables whose behavior is predicted independently 
from the model. For example, it can be supposed that the birthrate is 
mainly a function of income, education, moral attitudes, and progress 
in birth control, but such a relationship presently cannot be quanti­
fied. In such a case it is certainly safer to project the birthrate 
on the basis of its past behavior. 
In the issue of disaggregation, two opposite positions are pos­
sible. The microeconomic side argues that each of the microcomponents 
of an economy (i.e., groups of individuals, single industries, institu­
tions) has a different economic behavior (spending, saving, contribu­
tion to production). If each of these groups is considered separately, 
the predictions for the aggregate behavior can be expected to be more 
accurate. However, aggregating by summing up the behavior of the 
microcomponents also adds up all the errors that are included in the 
prediction not only of the behavior of the microcomponents but also 
of their importance relative to the total economy. This approach can 
only be successful if for all the microcomponents sufficient statistical 
data are available. This is rarely the case at present. 
Sasser and Naylor (19) consider three conditions important for 
successful modelbuilding: experience, trial-and-error methods, and a 
considerable amount of luck. This viewpoint conforms with the wide-
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spread opinion that modelbuilding is as much an art as a science. 
They permit predetermined input variables that may be controlable 
(policy variables) or uncontrolable and in both cases are independent 
from the model variables. The degree of disaggregation should be a 
trade-off between model realism and model simplicity. This philosophy 
thus favors a pragmatic approach to modelbuilding and therefore 
tolerates different model structures within a wide range. 
In the same paper the authors present a rationale for the use 
of simulation in economics. The following nine steps are recommended: 
1. Formulation of the problem. 
2. Collection and processing of real world data. 
3. Formulation of a mathematical model. 
4. Estimation of the parameters of the operation 
characteristics of the model. 
5. Evaluation of the model and parameter estimates. 
6. Formulation of a computer program. 
7. Validation of the model. 
8. Experimental design. 
9. Analysis of simulated data. 
Each of these nine steps is necessary although their order may 
be flexible. The rationale is followed in this study. Comments on 
each step will be made along with their execution in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL 
Preliminary Remarks 
Data collection, formulation of a model, estimation of 
parameters, and the validation of the model is a closely interre­
lated process. The available data may have to be adjusted to the 
needs of the model, but equally the model has to be set up in such 
a way that it depends only on the most reliable data. This approach 
increases the probability that the hypotheses underlying the behavorial 
equations are as tenable as possible. It is also necessary to ensure 
that only meaningful variables are considered, and that the model is 
sufficiently disaggregated to include all important variables. All 
these aims can only be satisfied by an extensive use of trial-and-error 
methods. The result is finaly a model that mets the requirements of 
the study. This final model is presented in the remainder of this 
chapter. 
Formulation of a Mathematical Model 
The model is divided into four sectors: 
1. The Population, Education, and Labor Force Sector. 
2. The Private Sector. 
3. The Public Sector. 
The Business Sector. 
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The first sector describes the changes in the age structure of 
the population, enrollment in all schools, employment and spending in 
education, and the size and quality of the labor force. To assure 
mutually exclusive definitions, the Population Sector could be regarded 
as a subdivision of the Public Sector. 
The Private Sector deals with income and spending by private 
persons, excluding private business. This sector corresponds to what 
is often referred to as "Household Sector." 
The Public Sector, sometimes also called Government Sector, 
describes income, spending, and employment on all levels of government, 
i.e., the federal, state, and local level. Government spending includes 
the expenditures for the public part of the educational system. 
The Business Sector describes production and demand in private 
business and business investments. 
Before going into the details of each sector, the structure of 
the model is presented by showing its main flows and its logical con­
nections in diagrammatic form. Since the computer program is written 
in DYNAMO, the diagrams mostly use the symbols of Industrial Dynamics. 
Details of this symbolic representation can be found in (6). 
Flows Represented in the Model 
The model considers three flows: money, goods, and people. 
Figure 1 shows in a simple diagram how these three flows connect 
the basic sectors of the economy. 
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Figure 1. The Basic Economic Relations 
The private sector provides the business sector with labor and 
capital and receives a money income in the form of wages, interest, 
and dividends. This income is respent for goods and services. Taxes 
and social security contributions are branched off the private income 
flow and represent the income of the government. They are respent for 
public purchases, the public wage bill and transfer payments. Since 
this is a dynamic process, time enters as a variable. Usually, the 
assumption is made, that the spending of the private sector in one 
period flows back as income in the same period, and that this income is 
partly respent in the next period. This basic model is incomplete, 
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because it does not consider savings or the possibility of an unbalanced 
government budget. 
In the model used in this study, savings and loan accounts are 
added to the business, public, and private sectors. Net business 
investments and government deficits are financed by the savings that 
take place in the economy. If the total savings are equal to the total 
net investments^ including public deficits, then the economy is in 
equilibrium in the sense of the classical theory of economics. More 
savings than investments mean deflation, less savings than investments 
cause inflation. 
Flow of Money 
Figure 2 shows the flow of money between the sectors of the 
model. Since money is accumulated only in the savings and loan 
accounts, inflow has to be equal to outflow in the private, business, 
and public sectors. This condition permits to specify one flow in each 
of the three sectors by a definitional equation. All other money flows 
have to be specified by behavioral equations. The assumed interactions 
between the population and the economy are expressed in the relation­
ships. Outputs of specific interest in this study are the flows of 
private income and spending and the expenditures for education that are 
a part of government spending. 
Flow of Goods 
Figure 3 shows the flow of goods and services in the model. 
Goods and services are produced in the business sector with the inputs 
of labor and capital. Goods can be stored between the time periods in 
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Figure 3. Flow of Goods. 
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a stock. The production is consumed partly by the government and the 
private sector, and part is invested into the stock of business capital 
and into private housing. Depreciation is accounted for both business 
capital stock and private housing. 
Flow of People 
The third flow considered in this study is the flow of people. 
Two distinct flows are set up as shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. 
In a first chain, the birth of people and their movement through the age 
groups is modeled. This chain updates the age composition of the popu­
lation that is determined by its initial values and the birth and death 
occurring as time proceeds. A second chain models the movement of 
people through all levels of education into the labor force and on into 
retirement. The school and labor force model is closely connected to 
the model of the age composition of the population. For example, the 
rate of students entering elementary school is governed by the number 
of people that are six years old in the same time period. 
The Effects of the Population on the Economy 
This section presents the basic logic behind the model used in 
this study. It also lists and defines the assumptions that have been 
made. Numerical equations are introduced later in the description of 
the sectors of the model. 
Changes in the composition and the decisions of the population 
affect the economy in two ways: there is an effect on the possible 
output of goods and services and a second effect on the demand for 
goods and services. The two effects are not independent, since 
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production and demand are closely interrelated. 
Effects on the Output of Goods and Services 
Figure 4 shows schematically how the output of the economy 
depends on the population: given an initial age composition of a 
population, the birthrates and the deathrates determine the age 
composition of the population over time. The number of students in 
the various levels of education then depends on the size of the 
corresponding age groups and, if school attendance is not compulsory, 
on the rates of participation. 
Students graduating and not going on to higher levels of educa­
tion are assumed to enter the labor force. A part of these graduates, 
such as fulltime housewives, does not join the labor force and has to 
be deducted. A very detailed model also would have to consider that 
people re-enter the labor force at higher ages. However, the number 
of these entries is small enough to be neglected in this study. 
The size of the labor force is closely related to the number of 
people in working age and thus depends directly on the age structure 
of the population. Statistics show that for the period after 1950 the 
American labor force comprised constantly about 60 per cent of the 
population older than 15 years. Because of its high degree of con­
stancy, this relation is used in the model to determine the size of 
the labor force. As a result, the number of retirements is computed 
from the size of labor force and the number of new entries. A 
straightforward but less practical model would determine the size of 
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Figure 4. Effects of the Population on the Output of Goods and Services. 
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The participation rates for smaller groups vary widely with 
age and sex and are not constant over time. Typically, 98 per cent 
of the 40 year old men and 50 per cent of the women are at work. 
While the rates for men in their fifties show a decreasing trend, 
the rate for women are still growing. A detailed model of the labor 
force with independent variables consisting of age, sex, and time did 
not appear to be feasible since a prediction of the trends in the 
labor force seems impossible. 
Studies of past economic growth attribute an important part of 
the increase in output to improvements in the quality of the labor 
force. Quality in this context is seen as the ability of the labor 
force to produce more with the same number of men and the same equip­
ment due to improved training. The model, therefore, adjusts the 
quality of the labor force on the basis of the average years of school 
attendance. 
It is assumed that an increase in the average number of years 
in school by 10 per cent increases the quality of the labor force by 
9 per cent. This assumption is based on the statistical observation 
that individuals with a 10 per cent longer than average education have 
a 9 per cent higher than average income. Since income reflects an 
individual's contribution to production, it can be concluded that 
education has the assumed effect on production through the quality of 
the labor force. 
The years of formal education of the entries to the labor force 
is derived from their school background. Statistical data are available 
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for the average amount of formal education of the retirements. With 
this information, an adjustment factor is computed that indicates how 
much better the labor force is at any time in the simulation as com­
pared to the initial quality of the labor force. The adjusted labor 
force, together with the capital stock of the economy determine the 
possible production. 
The birthrate, the labor force participation rate, and the 
rate of participation in higher education are exogenous variables in 
the model since there is not enough statistical evidence to connect 
them with the endogenous variables of the model. 
The future behavior of the above three variables can be pre­
dicted by extrapolation of past data or by estimation of all factors 
that influence the variable. These predictions may differ considerably. 
In general, the participation in higher education is expected to 
grow. A prediction for the trend of the birthrate is much more diffi­
cult to make. It is certainly affected by the number of marriages, 
which can be related to the age structure of the population. But the 
important influence of changes in moral attitudes and improvements in 
birth control methods are impossible to quantify at the present time. 
In the case of the labor force participation rate, predictions of a 
decrease that have been made in the past did not materialize if the 
whole labor force is considered. Earlier retirement of men has been 
offset by a higher participation of women in the labor force. Also, 
the predictions for the future shortening of the workweek differ 
considerably. 
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No attempt is made in this study to obtain precise predictions 
for the birthrate, the rate of participation in higher education or 
the labor force participation rate. The behavior of the three vari­
ables is instead given by different test inputs that reflect their 
probable behavior or the extremes of the possible behavior. 
Population and the Demand for Goods and Services 
Setting up an aggregate demand function for a whole economy is 
a difficult task. The reason is that in the sectors of the model 
(government, business, private) the demand is closely related to the 
economic activity of the other sectors. Figure 5 shows the inter­
actions that are incorporated in this model. 
The aggregate demand for goods and services is composed of the 
demands of government, business, and the private sector. 
The government's purchases of goods and services are the part 
of the public expenditures that is not directly spent for wages, 
transfer payments, or interest. The expenditures concerned are for 
education, services, and public investments. No difference is made 
in the model between federal, state, and local spending. 
Each of the expenditures has to be connected with other vari­
ables of the model by an assumed relationship. A rather obvious 
assumption links the expenditures for education to the number of 
students and the cost per student. The student population can be 
easily derived from the population model with the rate of participation 
in education as test input. Reliable time series are available for the 
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Figure 5. Effects of the Population on the Demand for Goods and Services. 
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average cost per student in elementary and higher education. These 
series are extrapolated into the future. 
Public services include all government activities other than 
investments or education. The major items are the cost of administra­
tion, police protection, national security, and jurisdiction. The 
assumption is made that these expenditures have a linear relationship 
with the size of the population. The function used in the model is 
based on a graphical fit to the actual expenditures for public services 
between 1950 and 1960. 
Public investments typically are for roads, parks, buildings 
and equipments. They show a direct linear relation to the size of the 
total population. In addition, the model assumes that the control of 
the aggregate output that is exerted by the government is achieved 
partly by direct public investments. Public investments thus are com­
posed of a basic part that is a function of the total population and 
an additional part that depends on the economic policy of the govern­
ment. It is assumed that the government automatically closes the gap 
between the possible production and the demand from all sources by 
public investments. The other form of economic control by fiscal poli­
cies is through taxation. Tax cuts are used in the model combined with 
public investments in order to stimulate private demand. Economic 
stabilization by monetary means is not considered in this model, since 
it serves mainly to control minor short term fluctuations. 
The assumed control mechanism deals only with insufficient 
demand, not with inflation. If public investments are at their lower 
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limit and the aggregate demand is still greater than the supply, then 
the price level will rise. The real amount of goods purchased then 
is deflated with the new price index, since the model strictly works 
with constant prices. The price index simply is the ratio between 
desired and possible sales. 
Real world economic stabilization involves many more factors. 
In particular, stabilizing effects are delayed by a recognition, 
decision, and execution lag. The actions taken also are not based 
on the simple result of a rigid formula, since the legislative branch 
wants to keep government spending under control. The simple model of 
economic control is preferred to the totally unrealistic assumption of 
a balanced budget policy and an economy with planned demand. 
Business demand originates in the depreciation of the existing 
capital stock and in the need for additional net investments. The 
depreciation allowances are a fixed percentage of the capital stock. 
New investments depend on the expectations for future production. In 
the model, the control policy of the government assures that the actual 
production is always equal to the possible production. If an increase 
in output of 5 per cent is expected, then the size of the business 
capital stock has to be equally increased by 5 per cent, if the ratio 
between output and capital input is to be maintained. 
Since the economy is assumed to be closed, the amount of invest­
ments is limited by the available productive capacity. Only the part 
of the total production that is not used by the private or public 
sector can be reinvested into business. 
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Two further factors influence business investments in real life. 
In the classical theory of economics , the interest rate was believed to 
be the regulating force between savings and investments. Modern eco­
nomics deny this dominating influence of the cost of money on invest­
ments , partly because financing from retained earnings has become a 
widespread practice. 
The second factor, technological progress, can force single 
industries into big investments. Examples are the appearance of semi­
conductors in electronics or of the jet plane in air transportation. 
In the aggregate of the whole economy, these jumps are equaled by slow­
downs in other industries. In the model, technological progress is 
considered in the function for the future possible production. Since 
business investments depend on the future production, it is indirectly 
affected by technological progress. 
Private spending in any period depends only on the income in 
the previous period and the average propensity to consume. Although 
this is a very simple form of an aggregate consumption function, it 
describes the actual dependency of consumption well in an economic 
situation without extreme fluctuations. 
The consumption function creates the dominating feedback loop in 
the model. Income depends on production, production follows demand, 
and demand again depends on the income of the previous period. The 
growth of the system is limited only by the inputs of labor and 
capital. Depending on the initial conditions this system is not always 
self-stabilizing. For this reason, government stabilization policy has 
to assure that the demand always follows the possible output. 
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The Aggregate Production Function 
0 
where 0 Total output. 
L Input of labor. 
C Input of capital. 
Constants. 
Derivation of the function gives: 
The central relationship of the model is the aggregate production 
function. It relates the inputs of labor and capital to the output of 
goods and services in an entire economy. 
The usefulness of such a function has been widely discussed by 
economists. The main argument against it is that the behavior of a 
great number of different sectors of an economy cannot be aggregated in 
a single function. However, since separate production functions exist 
only for a small part of these sectors, the aggregate production func­
tion is at the moment the only tool to express the total output of the 
economy as a function of the inputs. 
Solow (22) set up a production function of the Cobb-Douglas type 
for the U. S. economy between 1900 and 1955. A Cobb-Douglas function 
takes the following form: 
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Thus, if a 1 per cent increase of the labor input leads to a 0.7 per 
cent increase in output, and if a 1 per cent increase in capital input 
leads to a 0.3 per cent growth of the output, then the production 
function is 
. _ r0.7 p0.3 0 = c.L .C 
A trend component, z, may be added to represent the annual 
change due to other sources such as technical progress or "the human 
factor." Expressed in terms of annual change this yields 
AO AL , AC 
T T = a T + b T T + z 
Solow estimated the value of a as 0.65, of b as 0.35, and of z 
as 0.015. 
In a different approach, Denison (2) adjusts the labor force for 
quality and assumes that the economies of scale increase the growth due 
to other factors by 10 per cent. He determines the contributions of 
the factors to the output with the marginal productivity theory and 
arrives at a share of 73 per cent for labor, 19.3 per cent for capital, 
and 6.3 per cent for land. Technical progress and the advance of 
knowledge other than through quality improvements of the labor force 
are assumed to contribute 0.75 percentage points to growth each year. 
For the model, values of a = 0.71, b = 0.39, and z = 0.02 have 
been determined by test runs over the period from 1960 to 1968. The 
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coefficients are thus slightly above Solow's values. 
Summary of the Assumptions Made in the Model 
To give a summary of the limitations of the model, all major 
assumptions are listed below: 
The economy is closed, i.e., import and export of goods and 
services as well as of capital are always in balance. 
The output of goods and services by private business is computed 
from the inputs of labor and capital by means of a Cobb-Douglas produc­
tion function, using a constant trend component to consider autonomous 
growth and technological progress. 
The quality of the labor force is adjusted on the basis of the 
average number of years of formal education of its members. The size 
of the labor force is based on the size of the population older than 
15 years. 
Business investments depend on the expectations for future pro­
duction, computed by extrapolating the production of the past four 
years, and on the availability of capital. 
A government policy of economic stabilization guarantees suffi­
cient demand at all times. 
Public spending for investments and services is a function of 
the size of the labor force. 
Spending of the private (household) sector depends only on the 
disposable income and the average propensity to consume. 
A further simplification of the model is due to the fact that 
all money flows and levels are expressed strictly in constant prices. 
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In other words, no prediction about inflation is made. 
Assumptions of minor importance to the structure of the model 
are explained in their respective context. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The Simulation Language DYNAMO 
For the computer simulation of the model behavior, DYNAMO has 
been chosen as the language. The advantages of DYNAMO that justify its 
use rather than that of a general purpose language such as FORTRAN or 
ALGOL are the simplicity of programming, the detailed error detection 
by the compiler, and the fact that plots of the output can easily be 
obtained. 
The standard version of DYNAMO has been developed by Alexander 
Pugh III at M.I.T. for an IBM 709 computer. This version is described 
in the "DYNAMO User's Manual" (17). The experiments for this study 
were run on a Burroughs B5500 computer with a somewhat modified DYNAMO 
compiler. One of its advantages is that the standard equation forms 
that are required for the IBM computer do not have to be used. However, 
the program still distinguishes between level, rate, and auxiliary 
equations. 
This equation classification is closely connected with the time 
notation used in DYNAMO which is shown in Figure 6. In a DYNAMO 
program, each variable name is followed by a time subscript that 









Figure 6. Time Notation in DYNAMO 
The time for which the calculations are currently made is called 
time K. The previous time for which calculations were made is called 
time J, and the next instant for which calculations will be made is 
called time L. The intervals between these times are called JK and KL. 
The length of an interval is DT. 
Level equations are equivalent to state variables of a system. 
In DYNAMO the value of a quantity at time J is updated to its new value 
at time K, depending on other quantities at time K or in the JK inter­
val. Rates are discrete analogs of derivatives of the type AX/DT. 
They are computed at time K for the interval KL from levels or auxili­
aries at time K. 
Auxiliary equations tie together the flow of information in the 
model and perform algebraic operations with rates at time K. They 
could be substituted into the rate equations but they normally have 
some physical meaning and thus facilitate the understanding of the 
model. Due to some characteristics of the Burroughs compiler, rates 
are sometimes expressed by auxiliary equations in this program. 
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A special feature of DYNAMO are BOXCAR functions that permit 
the storage of historical data over more than one period DT. 
The equations are identified in the program by a character for 
the section of the program and a number for the individual equation. 
A single character to the left of the equation indicates the equation 
form: R = Rate, L = Level, A = Auxiliary, N = Initial Value, C = 
Constant, and B = Boxcar. 
Sources of Statistical Data 
In the formulation of the model, initial values, constants and 
parameters must be derived from statistical data. The following five 
sources contain all pertinent information about population, employment, 
school enrollment, spending, income, production and other items of 
interest: 
1. Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1968. 
U. S. Bureau of the Census, Washington, D. C. (1968), 
U. S. Government Printing Office. 
2. Census of the Population, 1960, U. S. Bureau of the Census, 
Washington, D. C. (1962), U. S. Government Printing Office. 
3. Manpower Report of the President, U. S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. C. (1966). 
4. Projection of Educational Statistics to 1976-1977, U. S. Education 
Office, Series 10000, No. 36-67. U. S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D. C. (1968). 
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5. Economic Report of the President, 1967, U. S. Congress, Joint 
Economic Committee. U. S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. C. (1967). 
Model Validation 
To test the validity of the model, experiments were made with 
the initial data of the U. S. economy in 1960 and compared with the 
behavior of the real economy in the observable period from 1960 to 
1968. For this purpose, the test inputs were replaced by their actual 
values. Fifty-four variables were printed. Systematic trial-and-error 
runs permitted to adjust the equations and constants of the model in 
such a way that the simulated values of 16 key variables deviated less 
than 8 per cent from their actual values. In addition, running the 
model over a period of 60 years permitted to examine whether any vari­
able would behave in an unlikely or impossible way. 
A table comparing the simulated and the actual values of a 
number of variables in the period between 1960 and 1967 can be found 
in the Appendix. 
The Population, Education, and Labor Force Sector 
Pop ulation 
The population sector of the model is shown in Figure 7. Since 
the desired results of this study depend on changes in the population 
structure, this sector is very detailed and has more than 100 equations. 
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Figure 7. Population Model. 
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ABR Asymptotical level of the birthrate (dimensionless) 
age i (people/year) 
The age distribution of the population, regardless of sex, is 
modeled by subdividing the population under 65 years old into 65 age 
groups, one group for each year of age. The population older than 65 
years of age (P65PL) is represented in a single group. 
A chain of level and rate equations shifts the people from the 
time of their birth at age zero through all age groups until they leave 
the final group and die. In the model, death can occur at the ages 
0,4,14,24,34,44,49,54,59,64, and 65 plus. The equations that perform 
the shifts and subtract the losses caused by death are similar at all 
ages. They are shown below for age three and four: 
BR Birthrate (dimensionless) 
BXi (1=1,2,3,4); Auxiliary boxcar function 
DRi (1=0,4,14,24,34,44,49,54,59,64); Deathrate at age i 
(dimensionless) 
Pi (i=l,...,64); Population i years old (people) 
P65PL Population 65 years old and older (people) 
P16PL Population 16 years old and older (people) 
PKID Population 0 to 5 years old (people) 
PPUP Population 6 to 12 years old (people) 
PTL Total population (people) 
Ri (i=0,1,...,64); Rate of people shifting from age i to age 
i+1 (people/year) 
RBR Number of births (people/year) 
RDTi (i=0,1,4,14,24,34,44,49,54,59,64); Number of deaths at 
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L P3.K=P3.J+(DT)(R2.JK-R3.JK) (P9) 
R R3.KL=P3.K (P10) 
L P4.K=P4.J+(DT)(R3.JK-R4.JK-RDT4.JK) (Pll) 
R RDT4.KL=(DR4)(P1.K+P2.K+P3.K+P4.K) (P12) 
C DR4=0.0010 
To cut down on the number of equations, the shift of people 
between age groups is sometimes performed by boxcar functions, e.g. 
between the ages 4 and 13: 
B BX1=BOXLIN(10,1) (P14) 
A BX1*1.K=P4.K (P15) 
A P13.K=BX1*10.K (P16) 
BX1 is a boxcar function with ten cars that shifts its cars once in 
every period DT. Thus, if the size of the four-year-old population is 
fed into the first car, then after nine annual shifts this age group 
will be 13 years old and can be found in the tenth car in the train. 
The boxtrain is then cut off to permit the deduction of the deaths 
occurring in the age groups from 4 to 13 years old. 
The total population and some auxiliary subtotals are found by 
adding up the size of the individual age groups. 
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A PKID.K=PO.K+...+P5.K (P99) 
A PPUP.K=P6.K+...+P14.K (P100) 
A P16PL.K=P16.K+...+P65PL.K (P101) 
A P2564.K=P25.K+...+P64.K (P102) 
A PTL.K=PO.K+...+P65PL.K (P103) 
The initial values of the age groups are taken from the 1960 
Census of the population and represent the state of 1960. The same 
source also provides the values of the deathrates for the 11 subgroups 
of the population for which death is computed separately. Since the 
deathrates show only small variations over time, they are represented 
by constants in the model. 
The birthrate is a test input. Its behavior Is described by a 
third-order delay that changes the initial value of the birthrate 
smoothly towards an asymptotical level with a delay constant of ten 
years. 
R BR.K=DELAY3(ABR,10) (P2-1) 
N BR=0.0236 (P2-2) 
C ABR=0.0236; 0.030; 0.015 (P2-3) 
Starting with BR=0.0236, which is the value of the birthrate in 
1960, three alternative test inputs are examined. First, a constant 
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birthrate BR=0.0236; second, an increase to BR=0.03; and third, a 
decrease to BR=0.015. 
These three test inputs seem feasible. Actually, the birthrate 
in the U. S. dropped to a low of BR=0.017 in 1968. An international 
comparison places Hungary lowest with BR=0.014 and Brazil highest with 
BR=0.04. For the validation of the model the actual birthrates in the 
U. S. between 1960 and 1968 were fed into the program with a table 
function. 
Education 
The participation of students in education has four economic 
effects. First, the quality of the student as a potential member of 
the labor force is increased. Second, his entry into the labor force 
is delayed. Third, expenditures for schools and teachers are created. 
And fourth, the teaching and auxiliary staff required by educational 
institutions is taken away from other production or service areas. 
Figure 8 shows how the model evaluates these effects. 
The following terminology is used in this part of the model: 
CLi (i=l,2,...,6); Enrollment in the ith year of college 
(students) 
DI Dropout rate in high schools (decimal fraction) 
DPi (i=l,2,3); Droupouts after ith year of high school 
(students/year) 
ECL New entries to college education (students/year) 
EDUC Total expenditures for education (dollars/year) 
GBS Graduates from four-year institutions (students/year) 
GHS Graduates from high schools (students/year) 
(P14,(P18)>-» / 




Figure 8. Population and Labor Force. 
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GES Graduates from elementary schools (students/year) 
GMS Graduates from six-year institutions (students/year) 
GPS Graduates from two-year institutions (students/year) 
HSi (i=l,2,3,4); Enrollment in ith year of high school 
(students) 
HRi (i=l,2,3,4); Shift from ith to (i+l)th year in high school 
(students/year) 
HIN New entries to high schools (students/year) 
HDP High school dropouts (students/year) 
INST Instructional staff, all schools (persons) 
KC Cost per student in college (dollars/student) 
KCL Cost of college education (dollars/year) 
KE Cost per student in lower education (dollars/year) 
KPS Cost of elementary and high school education (dollars/year) 
PBS Graduation rate in four-year institutions (dimensionless) 
PC Participation rate in college (dimensionless) 
PCA Asymptotical level of PC (dimensionless) 
PES Enrollment in elementary and high schools (students) 
PH Participation rate in high schools (dimensionless) 
PP Graduation rate in two-year institutions (dimensionless) 
PSTUD Total enrollment in all educational institutions (students) 
RCi (i=l,...,5); Shift from ith to (i+l)th year of college 
(student s/year) 
RS Ratio of students to total population (dimensionless) 
SES Enrollment in elementary schools (students) 
TR Teacher-student ratio (dimensionless) 
T Time (years) 
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The number of students in elementary schools (SES) is computed 
as a constant multiplier of the corresponding age groups: 
A SES.K=(1.02)(P6.K+...+P13.K) (E2) 
A series of equations analogous to those in the population 
sector updates the size of all high school and college classes, 
depending on the numbers of new entries, dropouts, and graduates. The 
new entries (HIN) into high school are expressed as the 14-year-old 
population times a participation rate (PH). High school participation, 
which was 94 per cent in 1960 is assumed to grow to 98 per cent follow­
ing a third-order delay with delay coefficient ten. The enrollments 
in each class are updated by a level and a rate equation. The equations 
for the first class are shown below: 
R HIN.KL=(P14.K)(PH.K) (E4) 
L PH.K=PH.J+(DT)(1/10)(0.98-PH.J) (E5-1) 
N PH=0.94 (E5-2) 
L HS1.K=HS1.J+(DT)(HIN.JK-HR1.JK) (E6) 
R HR1.KL=HS1.K (E7) 
Dropout rates from high schools (DPi) decline slowly with time. 
Initially, they are about 2.4 per cent in the first year, 7.2 per cent 
in the second year, and 6.0 per cent in the third year. These figures 
are statistical averages for the period between 1950 and 1960. 
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A D1.K=0.24-(0.0005)(T.K) (E14) 
A DP1.K=(D1.K)(HS1.K) (E15) 
A DP2.K=(D1.K)(HS2.K)(3.0) (E16) 
A DP3.K=(D1.K)(HS3.K)(2.5) (E17) 
The number of dropouts (HDP) and the total enrollment in high 
schools (SHS) is obtained by addition: 
A HDP.K=DP1.K+DP2.K+DP3.K 
A SHS.K=HS1.K+HS2.K+HS3.K+HS4.K 
College education is modeled in the same way as high school edu­
cation. The entries into college (ECL) are computed by a third-order 
delay equation, dependent on the size of the 17-year-old group (P17), 
the initial participation rate (PC) and the asymptotical level of the 
p a r t i c i p a t i o n r a t e ( P C A ) . 
R PC.K=DELAY3(PCA,20) (E26) 
N PC=0.45 (E26-2) 
C PCA=0.55; 0.75 (E26-3) 
A ECL.K=(PC.K)(P17.K) (E25) 
L CL1.K=CL1.J+(DT)(ECL.JK-RC1.JK) (E27) 
R RC1.KL=CL1.K) (E29) 
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Participation in college education is a test input. Two test 
values of PCA, i.e., the asymptotical level of the participation rate, 
are examined: PCA=0.55, which reflects approximately the increase in 
college attendance that can actually be expected; and PCA=0.75, which 
results in an unlikely, but still feasible high rate of attendance. 
Six years of college education are included in the model. Gradu­
ates leave after two years (GPS), four years (GBS), and six years (GMS). 
Doctoral programs are not considered because the number of students is 
too small to have an impact in relation to other programs. Addition of 
the enrollment in the six classes gives the total number of college 
students (SCL). 
R GPS.KL=(CL2.K)(PP.K) (E34) 
A PP.K=0.45-(0.002)(T.K) (E35) 
R GBS.KL=(CL4.KL)(PBS.K) (E38) 
A PBS.K=0.79-(0.004)(T.K) (E39) 
R GMS.KL=CL6.K (E41) 
A SCL.K=CL1.K+...+CL6.K (E42) 
The number of teachers and staff members (INST) in all educa­
tional institutions is computed from the student-teacher ratio (TR). 
This ratio is considered separately for lower and higher education and 
is adjusted for time-dependent changes. 
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A INST.K=(PES.K.+ (2)(SCL.K))(TR.K) (E46) 
A TR.K=0.046+(0.003)(T.K) (E46-1) 
Labor Force 
The model determines the size and the quality of the labor force 
with the aid of assumptions that have been explained earlier. The fol­
lowing terminology is used in this part of the model: 
APR Asymptotical level of PR (dimensionless) 
AJ Quality adjustment coefficient (dimensionless) 
AYS Average time spent In schools by the members of the labor 
force (years of school/person) 
BXL8 Auxiliary boxcar function 
GESL Entries to the labor force from elementary schools 
(persons/year) 
GLF Adjusted total entries to the labor force (persons/year) 
GSL Entries to the labor force from all schools (persons/year) 
PR Participation rate in the labor force (dimensionless) 
PWRK Size of the labor force (persons) 
SYIN Total time spent in schools by the entries to the labor force 
(years) 
SYLF Total time spent in schools by the labor force (years) 
SYOUT Total time spent in schools by the retirees (years) 
YSGL Average time spent in schools by the new entries 
(years/person) 
YSRT Average time spent in schools by the retirees (years/person) 
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The size of the labor force (PWRK) is expressed as the product 
of the population 16 years old and older (P16PL) times the participa­
tion rate (PR). Over the last ten years this rate has been constant 
at 60 per cent with deviations of less than one percentage point. 
The participation in the labor force is a test input of the 
model. In addition to the case of a constant participation factor, 
the effects of a factor that falls slowly from 60 per cent to an 
asymptotical rate (APR) of 55 per cent over a period of ten years are 
examined. A third-order delay is used to describe this falling rate. 
A PWRK.K=(P16PL.K)(PR.K) (LI) 
R PR.KL=DELAY3(APR,10) (L2-1) 
N PR=0.6 (L2-2) 
C APR=0.60; 0.55 (L2-3) 
The potential number of entries into the labor force (GSL) 
results from adding up the number of graduates from all levels of edu­
cation. Since not all graduates join the labor force, an adjustment of 
the number of entries by a factor 0.94 is made. People entering the 
labor force at times other than immediately after graduation from 
school are not considered in the model. 
The number of retirements (GRT) is determined from the number 
of new entries and the size of the labor force. For this operation the 
storage of the size of the labor force in the previous year (BXL8*2) is 
required. 
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A GESL.K=GES.K-(PH.K)(P13.K) (L3) 
A GSL.K=GESL.K+GHS.K-ECL.K+GPS.K+GBS.K+GMS.K+HDP.K (L4) 
A GLF.K=(GSL.K)(0.94) (L5) 
A GRT.K=GLF.K-FWRK.K+BXL8"2.K (L6) 
B BXL8=B0XLIN(2,1) (L7) 
A BXL8*=71.5/70.8 (L8) 
A BXL8*1.K=PWRK.K (L9) 
The quality of the labor force is adjusted on the basis of the 
average years of formal education of its members. The total number of 
school years of all entries (SYIN) is computed by multiplying the 
number of graduates at each school level by the corresponding number of 
years in school, adding the products and adjusting the sum for those 
graduates that do not join the labor force. 
The total number of years in school of the retirees (SYOUT) is 
the product of the number of retirements (GRT) and their average number 
of years in school (YSRT) which is based on a retirement age of 65 years 
and is approximated by a first-order delay function. The total number 
of years spent in school by the members of the labor force (SYLF) is 
updated each year by adding the school years of the new entries and 
subtracting those of the retirees. 
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A SYIN.K=(0.94)((GESL.K)(8)+(GHS.K)(12)+(GPS.K)(14) (L10) 
+(GBS.K)(16)+(GMS.K)(18)+(HDP.K)(9)-(ECL.K)(12) 
A SYOUT.K=(GRT.K)(YSRT.K) (Lll) 
L YSRT.K=YSRT.J+(DT)(l/50)(12.8-YSRT.J) (L14) 
N YSRT=8.5 (Lli+-1) 
L SYLF.K=SYLF.J+(DT)(SYIN.K-SYOUT.K) (L12) 
N SYLF=(PWRK)(11.2) (L12-1) 
The average number of years of school attendance of the members 
of the labor force (AYS) Is obtained by dividing the total years of 
school attendance represented in the labor force (SYLF) by the size of 
the labor force (PWRK). The quality adjustment factor (AJ) is computed 
on the assumption that a 10 per cent increase in formal education over 
the initial value results in a 9 per cent increase in quality. The 
initial value of the average school attendance is 11.2 years. 
A AYS.K=SYLF.K/PWRK.K (L16) 
A AJ.K=((AYS.K)(0.9)/11.2)+0.1 (L17) 
The Public Sector 
The public sector describes aggregate income spending and 
employment on all levels of public administration. Figure 9 shows the 
diagram of the sector. The following terminology is used in this part 
of the model: 
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Figure 9« The Public Sector. 
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GCTR Expenditures to control aggregate demand (dollars/year) 
GEPL Government employment (people) 
GEXP Public expenditures (dollars/year) 
GINT Interest on public debt (dollars/year) 
GINV Public investments (dollars/year) 
GMST Public debt (dollars) 
GPCH Public purchases from business sector (dollars/year) 
GSRV Expenditures for public services (dollars/year) 
GWAG Public wage bill (dollars/year) 
GWLF Public expenditures for welfare and social security 
(dollars/year) 
PINS Private payments to social security (dollars/year) 
PMIL Military personnel (people) 
TTAX Total taxes (dollars/year) 
WLFP Payments for welfare and social security (dollars/year) 
Total spending is subdivided into public services, investments, 
education, welfare, interest payments, and expenditures for the stabili­
zation of total demand. The behavior of each of these expense items 
follows a particular assumption. 
The annual interest payments (GINT) are a constant percentage 
of the public debt (GMST). The public debt is updated by a level 
equation. 
A GINT.K=(-0.038)(GMST.K) (G2) 
L GMST.K=GMST.J+(DT)(TTAX.K-GEXP.K) (G3) 
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N GMST=-320 (G3-1) 
Expenditures for public services (GSRV) which cover administra­
tion, justice, police, defense, and similar items are separated from 
public investments (GINV) which cover expenditures for roads, build­
ings, research, and other long term programs. However, both (GSRV) and 
(GINV) are assumed to be linear functions of the size of the population 
(PTL). The growth of public investments is further increased by multi­
plying (GINV) by one-half of the growth index (GROW) of the gross 
national product. This assumption seems intuitively reasonable. 
A GINV.K=-21+(0.268)(PTL.K)(GR0W.K+1)2 (G5) 
A GSRV.K=40+(0.60)(PTL.K) (G6) 
Expenditures for education (as explained in the education 
sector, Equation EM-5) depend on the number of students and the cost per 
student and are an increasing function of time. It should be noted 
that both private and public education are included in this term. 
The public expenditures for welfare and social security (GWLF) 
are the difference between the private sector's receipts (WLFP) and its 
payments to social security (PINS). Both money flows are assumed to be 
linear functions of the size of the population 65 years old or older. 
It seems evident that the number of aged people has a great effect on 
social security expenditures. The size of welfare payments depends 
strongly on social legislation. Since legal decisions cannot be fore­
cast, this influence is not considered in the model. However, various 
policies could easily be used as test inputs. 
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A GWLF.K=WLFP.JK-PINS.JK (G7) 
R WLFP.KL=-90+(7.8)(P65PL.K) (G8) 
R PINS.KL=-60+(4.1)(P65PL.K) (G9) 
Stabilization and control of the aggregate demand in the economy 
is one of the responsibilities of government. It is realized in the 
model in two ways: (a) by additional spending, and (b) by lowering 
of taxes. If the desired demand (BSDS) from all sources (private, 
business, government) is smaller than the possible supply (BSPS) then 
additional public investments (GCTR) are assumed to take place. They 
raise the actual demand to the level of possible supply. No such 
investments are planned when the desired demand exceeds the supply. 
Summation of the six individual items of public spending, i.e., 
(GSRV), (GINV), (GWLF), (GINT), GCTR), and (EDUC)(0.5) gives the total 
public expenditure (GEXP). It is worth mentioning that only one-half 
of the expenditures for education is included in the public expenditures. 
The second half originates in private educational institutions. Taxa­
tion (TTAX) is such that all public expenditures (GEXP) are covered 
except those for economic control (GCTR), which have to be financed 
by deficit spending in order to be effective. In the case of insuffi­
cient demand, the taxation is further lowered by using the double value 
of (GCTR). This policy increases private disposable income and stimu­
lates future private demand. Trial runs show that this assumption is 
A GCTR.K=MAX(BSPS.K-BSDS.K,0) (G10) 
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necessary to avoid a permanent growth of public spending for economic 
control at the expense of the private sector. 
A GEXP.K=(EDUC.K)2+GSRV.K+GINV.K+GWLF.K+GINT.K+GCTR.K (Gl) 
A TTAX.K=GEXP.K-(GCTR.K)(2) (Gil) 
The assumed form of economic control by the government assures 
that no output is lost due to insufficient demand. This assumption 
means that all labor and capital resources are permanently in full use. 
Real world economic control has not reached such a state of perfection 
as exemplified by the unemployment figures. However, considerable 
progress has been made in applying fiscal controls effectively and it 
is possible that these assumptions may become quite realistic in the 
future. 
The total public expenditures (GEXP), after subtraction of the 
pure transfer payments (GWLE) for welfare, social security and interest 
(GINT) corespond to a production of gods and services. A part of it 
is created within the public sector by the employees. This part amounts 
to the total wage bill (GWAG). The rest, that is (GPCH), is bought 
from the business sector and thus becomes a part of its sales. 
Public employment (GEPL) is assumed to be a function of the 
expenditures for public services (GSRV) and investments (GINV) plus the 
number of staff members in public education (INST). This term is 
adjusted for the change in quality of the labor force. The public wage 
bill (GWAG) equals the average annual salary of $M-,700 times the 
civilian public employment (GEPL), with a constant number of 2.5 
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million military personnel added (PMIL). The average salary is 
assumed to grow at a rate equal to one-half of the growth of the gross 
national product (GR0W+l)/2. 
A GEPL.K=(INST.K+(0.066)(GSRV.K+GINV.K))/AJ.K (G12) 
A GWAG.K=(GEPL.K+PMIL)(4.7)(GR0W.K+l)/2 (G13) 
A GPCH.K=GINV.K+GSRV.K+EDUC.K/2-GWAG.K (G14) 
C PMIL=2.5 (G14-1) 
The Private Sector 
The private sector, as shown in Figure 10, describes private 
income, spending, and savings. The following terminology is used in 
this part of the model: 
APC Average Propensity to Consume (dimensionless) 
HST Stock of residential housing (dollars) 
HDPR Depreciation on the housing stock (doliars/year) 
PCONS Private consumption (dollars/year) 
PINC Private disposable income (dollars/year) 
PINV Investment in residential housing (dollars/year) 
PMST Accumulated private savings (dollars) 
PPCH Total private spending (dollars/year) 
PPCR Deflated private spending (dollars/year) 
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Figure 10. The Private Sector. 
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Private income, on the basis of the economic cycle shown in 
Figure 1 equals the total output of the economy less all the leakages 
of the cycle. The total output or the Gross National Product (GNP) is 
the total production of the business sector plus the output created 
in the public sector, expressed by the public wage bill. The leakages 
include the depreciation and retained earnings of the business sector 
and the total tax income of the public sector. However, part of the 
taxes flows back into the private sector as transfer payments for 
welfare and social security. 
A PINC.K=GNP.K+GWLF.K+GINT.K-RTE.K-BDPR.K-TTAX.K (PR1) 
Total private spending (PPCH) is assumed to be last year's 
income (PINC) multiplied by the average propensity to consume (APC). 
When the supply in the economy is insufficient because of excessive 
demand, inflation will raise the price level. Deflated spending (PPCR) 
is computed by dividing (PPCH) by the inflation coefficient (IC) which 
is the ratio of demand (BSDS) over supply (BSPS). The deflated value 
of private spending permits comparisons at constant prices. 
L PPCH.K=PPCH.J+(DT)((APC)(PINC.K)-PINC.J) (PR2-1) 
N PPCH=316 (PR2-2) 
C APC=0.93; 0.96; 0.89 (PR3) 
A PPCR.K=PPCH.K/IC.K (PR4) 
A IC.K=MAX(BSDS.K/BSPS.K,1) (B22) 
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Personal saving (PSAV) is defined as the difference between 
income (PINC) and spending (PPCH). Savings (PSAV) are accumulated by 
a level equation to measure the total financial assets of the private 
sector (PMST). 
A PSAV.K=PINC.K-PPCH.K (PR5) 
L PMST.K=PMST.J+(DT)(PSAV.K) (PR6-1) 
N PMST=210 (PR6-2) 
Private spending (PCONS) is divided into investments for resi­
dential housing, which is assumed to be 15 per cent of total spending, 
and spending for other purposes. This division permits to obtain an 
estimate of the per capita value of residential housing by adding 
investments (PINV) and subtracting depreciation (HDPR) from the previ­
ous value. 
A PINV. K= (0.15)(PPCH. K) (PR7) 
A PCONS.K=(0.85)(PPCH.K) (PR8) 
L HST.K=HST.J+(DT)(PINV.K-HDPR.K) (PR9-1) 
N HST=750 (PR9-2) 
A HDPR.K=(0.035)(HST.K) (PR10) 
The Business Sector 
The model of the business sector is shown in Figure 11. 
Figure 11. The Business Sector. 
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It describes production and distribution of goods and services and the 
flow of money through the sector. The following terminology is used in 
this part of the model: 
BD Business investment due to depreciation and expected demand 
(dollars/year) 
BEAJ Business employment adjusted for quality (people) 
BDPR Depreciation on the business capital stock (dollars/year) 
BINV Business investments (dollars/year) 
BIVR Delated business investment (doliars/year) 
BKST Business capital stock (dollars) 
BL3 Auxiliary boxcar function 
BMST Business income account (dollars) 
BPRD Actual business production (dollars/year) 
BSDS Desired demand for goods and services (dollars/year) 
BSLS Sales of goods and services (dollars/year) 
BSPS Possible supply of goods and services (dollars/year) 
BXL1 Auxiliary boxcar function 
CI Ratio of demand over supply (dimensionless) 
CPAV Free capacity without economic control (dollars/year) 
GNP Gross national product (doliars/year) 
BR Growth rate of the gross national product (dimensionless) 
GROW Growth index of the gross national product (dimensionless) 
IC Inflation coefficient (dimensionless) 
IVIN Increase of inventory (dollars/year) 
PPRD Possible production of goods and services (dollars/year) 
PPIN Auxiliary term in the function for PPRD (dollars/year) 
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The possible output of goods and services is expressed by a 
Cobb-Douglas production function (PPRD and PPIN) which depends on the 
inputs of labor (BEA) and capital (BKST). The labor input (BEAJ) is 
the available labor force less the civilian and military government 
employees, adjusted for quality. The exponents for the labor and 
capital terms in the production function and the trend component are 
based on Solow's values, but empirically adjusted by trian runs. 
A BEAJ.K=(PWRK.K-GEPL.K-PMIL)(AJ.K) (BI) 
L PPRD.K=PPRD.J+(DT)(PPIN.K-(0.980)(PPRD.J)) (B2-1) 
N PPRD=440 (B2-2) 
A PPIN.K=(2.4)EXP(0.71)LOGN(BEAJ.K)+(0.39)LOGN(BKST.K)) (B2-3) 
The model assumes that 4 per cent of the production is stored as 
inventory. The possible sales (BSPS) are then equal to 96 per cent of 
the production (PPRD) plus the existing inventory (STOCK). The stabili­
zation policy of the government assures that the actual sales of goods 
and services (BSLS) are always equal to the supply (BSPS). Conse­
quently, the actual production (BPRD) is always equal to the possible 
production (PPRD). The total demand (BSDS) is the sum of the demand of 
the private sector (PPCH), the public sector (GPCH), and the business 
sector (BINV). The inventory (STOCK) is updated by a level equation. 
"See Chapter III, page 32. 
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A BSPS.K=(0.96)(PPRD.K)+STOCK.K (B3) 
A BSLS.K=BSPS.K (B4-1) 
A BSDS.K=PPCH.K+GPCH.K+BINV.K (B4-2) 
R BPRD.KL=PPRD.K (B4-3) 
L STOCK.K=STOCK.J+(DT)(PPRD.K-BSLS.K) (B5-1) 
N STOCK=20 (B5-2) 
Gross business investment (BINV) is a function of depreciation 
(BDPR), expectation for future production (FPPR), and the availability 
of free capacity (CPAV). The auxiliary term (BD) expresses the effect 
of depreciation (BDPR) and future possible production (FPPR) on business 
investments (BINV). First, investments replace the depreciated part of 
the business capital stock (BDPR). In addition, industry is assumed to 
increase the business capital stock in line with the expected increase 
in production in such a way that the growth of the business capital 
stock is equal to one and one-half times the expected growth of the 
business production. The model then computes whether any free capacity 
(CPAV) is still available in the economy at this rate of investment 
(BD). If this is the case, a decision is made to use one-half of the 
free capacity for further investments. This assumption seems reasonable 
since at the same time government lowers taxes to stimulate demand. 
A BD.K=BDPR.K+(BKST.K)(FPPR.K-PPRD .K)(1.5)/PPRD.K (B8) 
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A CPAV.K=BSPS.K-GPCH.K-BD.K (B9) 
A BINV.K=BD.K+CPAV.K/2 (BIO) 
Future possible production (FPPR) is computed by extrapolation 
of the past production and expressed as the present possible production 
(PPRD) plus the average increase in the past three years. The data 
about the past are stored in a boxcar function (BL3). 
A FPPR.K=PPRD.K+(BL3*l.K-BL3*4.K)/3 (B6) 
B BL3-B0XLIN(4,1) (B7-1) 
A BL3*1.K=PPRD.K (B7-2) 
C BL3*=420/390/380/365 (B7-3) 
The business capital stock (BKST) is updated by adding new 
investments (BIVR) and subtracting depreciation (BDPR). In the case 
of inflation, business investments (BINV) are deflated by means of the 
ratio of demand over supply (IC). Depreciation (BDPR) is described as 
a fixed percentage of the capital stock. 
L BKST.K=BKST.J+(DT)(BIVR.K-BDPR.K) (Bll) 
N BKST=400 (Bll-2) 
A BIVR.K=BINV.K/IC.K (B12) 
A BDPR.K=(0.050)(BKST.K) (B13) 
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The left part of Figure 11 shows the flow of money through the 
business sector. Business income is equal to the total sales. The 
major part of this income is respent for wages, taxes, interests, and 
dividends. A part of the income is retained to pay for depreciation 
(BDPR) and for retained earnings (RTE), which are assumed to be a con­
stant percentage of the total sales (BSLS). This income is spent for 
investments (BINV) and inventory increase (IVIN). The balance of income 
and spending of the business sector is accumulated in the business 
income account (BMST). 
A RTE.K=(0.03)(BSLS.K) (B14) 
L BMST.K=BMST.J+(DT)(RTE.K+BDPR.K-BINV.K-IVIN.K) (B15-1) 
N BMST=-180 (B15-2) 
A IVIN.K=PPRD.K-BSLS.K (B16) 
Some supplementary equations not appearing in the diagram shown 
in Figure 11 are listed within the business sector. 
A GNP.K=PPRD.K+GWAG.K (B17) 
A GR.K=BXL1*1.K/BXL1*2.K (B18) 
B BXL1=B0XLIN(2,1) (B19-1) 
A BXL1*1.K=GNP.K (B19-2) 
A BXLl*=487/475 (B19-3) 
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L GROW.K=GROW.J+(DT)((GNP.K/4 8 9 )-GROW.J) (B20-1) 
N GR0W=1 (B20-2) 
A CI.K=BSDS.K/BSPS.K (B21) 
A IC.K=MAX(CI.K,1) (B22) 
The Gross National Product (GNP) is the total output of goods 
and services in the economy. It consists of the production of the 
business sector (PPRD) and the wages of the public sector (GWAG). The 
growth rate (GR) of the (GNP) is defined as the ratio between the 
present and the previous (GNP). This operation requires a boxcar 
function in DYNAMO. 
A level equation (GROW) accumulates all growth rates as a 
measure of the total growth relative to the initial output. The 






Table 1 combines the test inputs and the test input functions in 
tabular form. 
A total of 36 runs resulted from the combination of three test 
inputs each for the birthrate and two test inputs each for the partici­
pation in the labor force and the participation in college education. 
All 36 runs have been tested on the computer. The tables which 
follow present a summary and comparison of the most interesting. The 
results obtained show how a number of endogenous variables is affected 
by the four test input variables. These tables are the basis for the 
discussion of the results. 
Only a small sample of the 2 34 variables of the model is repre­
sented in the tables of the results. The variables selected include 
the absolute growth of the population and the labor force, the growth 
of enrollment and spending in education, and a number of variables 
that characterize the absolute and per capita growth of the economy. 
In addition, growth indices for the gross national product and the 
private disposable income are presented. All results must be regarded 
as conditional statements that are true only if the assumptions behind 
the model are realized. 
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In the tables, numerical values for expenditures are in billions 
of dollars; populations are shown in millions. Money values are in 
constant (1958) dollars. Time T=0 represents 1960. 
Table 1. Test Inputs and Input Functions 
1) Birthrate 
Input function: R BR.KL=DELAY3(ABR,10) 
N BR=0.0236 
Test inputs: C ABR=0.0236; 0.03; 0.015. 
2) Participation in the Labor Force 
Input function: R PR.KL=DELAY3(APR,10) 
N APR=0.6; 0.55. 
3) Participation in College Education 
Input function: R PC.KL=DELAY3(PCA,20) 
N PC=0.45 
Test inputs: C PCA=0.55 ;0.75. 
4) Private Spending (Average Propensity to Consume) 
Input function: A PPCH.K=(APC)(PINC.J) 
Test inputs: C APC=0.93;0.96;0.89. 
Effects of the Test Inputs on Population, Labor Force, 
School Enrollment and Expenditures for Education 
Effects on the Total Population 
The size of the total population is strongly affected by the 
birthrate. Differences caused by changes in the birthrate grow 
exponentially with time and are shown in Table 2. 
At a constant birthrate BR=0.0236, the population changes from 
179.9 million in 1960 to 240.2 million after 20 years and to 329.9 
million after 40 years. In comparison, in the case of the falling 
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Table 2. Total Population (PTL) 
of the Test Inputs for 
in Millions as 
the Birthrate 
a Function 
ABR 0.015 0.0236 0.030 
Time 
0 179.6 179.6 179.6 
5 191. 8 191.8 191. 8 
10 204. 3 206.6 208. 3 
15 213.9 222.7 229.4 
20 221. 8 240.2 254.8 
25 228.5 259.4 284.7 
30 235.2 280.6 319.2 
35 242.2 304.0 358.6 
40 249.8 329.9 403.7 
NOTE: Time T=0 represents 1960. 
birthrate with ABR=0.015 the total population grows only to 221.8 
million after 20 years and to 249.8 million after 40 years. If the 
birthrate grows according to ABR=0.0 30, the population grows to 254.8 
million after 20 years and to 403.7 million after 40 years. The 
absolute differences caused changes in the birthrate are considerable 
in the long run. After 20 years, these differences amount to about 7 
per cent of the population at constant birthrate. After 40 years this 
percentage changes to about 24 per cent. 
Effects on the Labor Force 
The effects of the birthrate and the labor force participation 
rate are summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Labor Force (PWRK) in Millions as a 
Function of the Birthrate and the 
Participation in the Labor Force 
A BR 0 .015 0. 0236 0. 030 
APR 0.6 0.55 0.6 0.55 0 .6 0. 55 
Time 
0 75.9 75.9 75.9 75.9 75 .9 75 .9 
5 80.2 79.6 80.2 79.6 80 .2 79 .6 
10 85.7 82.5 86.2 83.0 86 .5 83 .3 
15 92.3 85.9 93.3 86.7 94 .0 87 .4 
20 99.4 91.6 100.7 92.8 101 .8 93 .8 
25 105.9 97.2 108.8 99.8 111 .2 102 .0 
30 110.8 101.6 117.8 108.0 123 .4 113 .2 
35 114.9 105.3 127.8 117.1 138 .4 126 .9 
40 118.7 108.8 138.8 127. 3 155 .9 142 .9 
NOTE: Time T=0 represents 1960. 
It can be observed that changes in the birthrate affect the labor 
force after a delay of about 18 years. Thus, afrter 20 years the size of 
the labor force for the low, constant, and high birthrate and APR=0.6 is 
99.4, 100.7, and 101.8 millions, respectively. The differences between 
these figures are about 1 per cent. 
Afrter 40 years, the corresponding values for the size of the 
labor force are 118.7, 138.8, and 155.9 millions. In this case, the 
differences have increased to about 14 per cent of the size of the labor 
force at constant birthrate. 
Changing the labor force participation rate from APR=0.6 to the 
lower level APR=0.55 means that in the long run only 55 per cent of the 
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population older than 15 years are in the labor force, compared to 60 
per cent for APR=0.6. The effect is a decrease in the size of the 
labor force by the corresponding amount of 8.4- per cent in the long run. 
About half of this decrease becomes effective within 12 years. 
Effects on School Enrollment 
School enrollment, as shown in Table 4, is affected by the test 
inputs for the birthrate and for the participation in college education. 
Table 4. Total School Enrollment (PSTUD) in Millions as 
a Function of the Test Inputs for the Birthrate 
and the Participation in College Education 
A BR 0, .015 0. ,0236 0, .030 
PCA 0.55 0.75 0.55 0.75 0.55 0.75 
Time 
0 41.1 41.1 41.1 41.1 41.1 41.1 
5 47. 3 47. 3 47.3 47.3 47.3 47.3 
10 52.7 52.9 52.7 52.9 52.7 52.9 
15 55.8 56.5 57.4 58.0 58.5 59.2 
20 54.7 56 .1 62.0 63.4 67.6 68. 9 
25 51.2 56.3 67.3 69.4 80.0 82.1 
30 48.2 50.4 73.1 75.8 93.6 97.6 
35 47. 3 49.5 79.4 82.7 107. 3 111.4 
40 47.9 50.3 86.2 90.1 121.5 126.6 
NOTE: Time T=0 represents 1960. 
Changes in the birthrate have a very strong effect that appears 
after a delay of seven years, caused by the time lag between birth and 
the entry into school. For the low participation in college education 
PCA=0.55 and the decreasing birthrate ABR=0.015, enrollment in school 
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increase by only 16 per cent from 41.1 to 47.9 million in 40 years. 
School enrollment more than doubles from 41.1 to 86.2 million in the 
same period if the birthrate stays constant at ABR=0.0236. It almost 
triples from 41.1 to 121.5 in the case of the growing birthrate 
ABR=0.030. 
An increase in the participation in college education from 
PCA=0.55 to PCA=0.75 has only a small effect on the total school 
enrollment. PCA=0.55 means that the percentage of the 18-year-old 
population entering college rises gradually from 45 to 55 per cent ; 
it rises to 75 per cent for PCA=0.75. 
The increased college attendance raises total school enrollment 
by 2.2 per cent after 20 years and by 4.5 per cent after 40 years. 
Effects on Expenditures for Education 
Table 5 shows that the effects of the birthrate and the 
participation In college education on expenditures for education are 
similar to the results obtained for school enrollment shown in 
Table 4. 
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Table 5. Expenditur es for Education (EDUC) in Billions of 
Dollars as a Function of the Test Inputs for the 
Birthrate and the Participation in College Education 
A BR 0.015 0. 0236 0 .030 
PCA 0.55 0.75 0.55 0.75 0.55 0.75 
Time 
0 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 
5 36.6 36.6 36.6 36.6 36.6 36.6 
10 51.2 51.6 51.2 51.6 51.2 51.6 
15 65.1 67.1 66.5 68.5 67.7 69.9 
20 76.0 80.6 83.9 88.5 89.9 94.5 
25 83.3 90.9 103.7 111.4 119.7 127.6 
30 87.5 96.8 126.5 137.9 158.3 171. 3 
35 93.5 103.1 152.5 167.7 202.8 222.0 
40 103.1 114.9 181.9 201.2 253.1 278.8 
NOTE: Time T=0 represents 1960. 
Effects of the Test Inputs on Economic Growth 
The following section shows in condensed form how some of the 
endogenous variables of the model change over time under the influence 
of the test inputs. The results are presented in three tables. Table 
6 shows the absolute changes of gross national product (GNP), possible 
business production (PPRD), business capital stock (BKST), personal 
disposable income (PINC), and per capita disposable income (CPI) as a 
function of nine different combinations of test inputs. 
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Table 6. Gross National Product (GNP), Business Output (PPRD), 
Business Capital Stock (BKST), Personal Disposable 
Income (PINC), and Per Capita Disposable Income (CPI) 
as a Function of Selected Test Inputs 
(In Billions of Dollars, CPI in Thousands) 
APC 0.93 0.96 0.89 
ABR 0 015 0.0236 0. 3 30 0.236 
PCA 0 55 0.75 0.55 0. 55 0.55 
APR 0.6 0.55 0.6 0.6 0.55 0.6 0.55 0.6 
Time 
0 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 
GNP 20 1307 1217 1314 1315 1224 1323 1230 1255 1396 
40 2285 2105 2600 2565 2343 2829 2562 2373 2809 
0 440 440 440 440 440 440 440 440 440 
PPRD 20 1168 1091 1160 1162 1084 1158 1080 1108 1234 
40 2008 1862 2136 2109 1945 2172 1995 1958 2298 
0 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 
BKST 20 1849 1728 1836 1841 1720 1835 1712 1613 2171 
40 4417 4070 4600 4556 6168 4644 4222 3703 5798 
0 353 353 353 353 353 353 353 353 353 
PINC 20 969 893 950 953 876 941 863 903 1019 
40 1682 15 35 1790 1771 1592 1858 1645 1637 1937 
0 1967 1967 1967 1967 1967 1967 1967 1967 1967 
CPI 20 4367 4027 3953 3968 3648 3695 3389 3759 4243 
40 67 32 6144 5424 5369 4825 4604 4075 4960 5870 
NOTE: Time T=0 represents 1960. 
To facilitate the comparison of the nine runs, the absolute 
values of GNP, PINC, and CPI have been transformed into growth factors 
which are presented in Table 7. These growth factors show the ratio of 
the variable at time T to its value at time T=0. 
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Table 7. Growth Factors for the Gross National Product (GNP), 
the Private Income (PINC), and the Per Capita Income 
(CPI), as a Function of Selected Test Inputs 
APC 0.93 0.96 0.88 
A BR 0.015 0.0236 0.030 0.0236 
PCA 0.55 0.75 0.55 0.55 
APR 0.6 0.55 0.6 0.6 0.55 0.6 0.55 0.6 
Run 










1.0 1.0 1.0 
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NOTE: Time T=0 represents 1960. 
In addition, the growth factors of all nine runs are compared 
with their corresponding values in run number four. The term in paren­
theses below each growth factor in Table 7 shows the difference between 
the particular growth factor and the corresponding value of run number 
four expressed as per cent of the value of run number four. The reason 
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for the selection of run number four as basis for the comparison is 
the fact that this run best reflects the probable future behavior of 
the economy. 
In run number four the average propensity to consume is at a 
middle value APC=0.9 3, the birthrate is constant at BR=0.0236, parti­
cipation in college education shows a slow increase to PCA=0.55, and 
the labor force participation is constant at APR=0.6. With these test 
inputs, the gross national product (GNP) increases by a factor 2.74 in 
20 years and by a factor 5.36 in 40 years. The increase of the personal 
disposable income (PINC) is slightly lower since its share of the gross 
national product decreases in favor of the public and business sector. 
Per capita disposable income (CPI) grows considerably less than abso­
lute disposable income due to the increase in the total population. Its 
growth factors are 2.02 afrter 20 years and 2.74 afrter 40 years. 
Effects of the Birthrate 
Comparison of runs one, four, and six permits to evaluate the 
effects of changes in the birthrate when all other test inputs are 
unchanged. Lowering the birthrate from the constant value BR=0.0236 
(Run 4) to BR=0.015 (Run 1) results in a smaller gross national product 
because the labor force grows slower when the birthrate is low. Due 
to the time lag of about 18 years between birth and the entry into the 
labor force the difference in gross national product is only 1 per cent 
after 20 years. The difference rises to 10 per cent after 40 years. 
Lowering the birthrate increases personal disposable income by 
1.5 per cent after 20 years and decreases this variable by 5 per cent 
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after 40 years, compared to the case of the constant birthrate. These 
figures can be explained by the fact that the share of the personal 
disposable income increases when the birthrate falls because the 
expenditures of the public sector for education and other services 
depend directly on the size of the population. 
The small growth of the population at the low birthrate increases 
per capita disposable income considerably when compared to the case of 
the constant birthrate. The difference is 10 per cent after 20 years 
and 25 per cent after 40 years. 
Run six uses a high birthrate BR=0.030. The effects of increas­
ing the birthrate from its constant value BR=0.0236 in run four are 
exactly opposite to the effects of decreasing the birthrate that have 
been discussed above. 
Effects of the Participation in College Education 
Comparison of run three and run four permits to evaluate the 
effects of the participation in college education when all other test 
inputs are unchanged. 
The differences caused by the two test inputs for the partici­
pation in college education are very small. Gross national product 
(GNP) is 1.2 per cent higher after 40 years when the college attendance 
follows the high test input PCA=0.75. Personal disposable (PINC) 
income is lower in the case of the high participation rate for the 
first 25 years of the run. After this breakeven point, the previous 
investments in education begin to pay off. After 40 years, personal 
disposable income corresponding to the high participation rate in 
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college education exceeds its value at the low participation rate by 
0.9 per cent. The changes in per capita disposable income (CPI) are 
the same as those in absolute personal disposable income (PINC). 
Considering the small relative size of the differences in the 
results and the simplifications in the assumptions on which they are 
based, it seems that the results provide no basis for definite 
quantitative conclusions. 
Effects of the Participation in the Labor Force 
Comparison of run four and run five in Table 7 permits to 
evaluate the effects of the participation in the labor force when all 
other test inputs are kept constant. In run four the labor force 
participation is at a constant level APR=0.6, whereas in run six the 
participation rate gradually decreases to APR=0.55. 
The decrease in the size of the labor force that results from a 
lower participation rate causes a difference in gross national product 
(GNP) of -5.3 per cent afrter 20 years and of -9.6 per cent afrter 4-0 
years. Personal disposable income (PINC) and per capita disposable 
income (CPI) differ from their value at constant participation in the 
labor force by -8 per cent afrter 20 years and by -10 per cent afrter 
40 years. 
It is worth noting that personal disposable income falls 
stronger than gross national product because the absolute amount of 
spending of the public sector remains unchanged, regardless of the 
lower total output of the economy. 
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Effects of the Average Propensity to Consume 
Comparison of run five and run eight with run four permits the 
evaluation of the effects of an upward or downward change in the 
average propensity to consume when all other test inputs are unchanged. 
Since the economy is assumed to be closed, the value of the 
average propensity to consume determines the amount of capital avail­
able for investments. If APC increases, then savings are reduced and 
less investments are possible. Run eight shows the case of a high 
average propensity to consume with APC=0.96. Because of the low 
investments the business capital stock grows at a slower rate than 
at APC=0.93 and the gross national product (GNP) is 4.4 per cent lower 
after 20 years and 7.4 per cent lower after 40 years when compared to 
run four. The corresponding differences in the personal disposable 
income (PINC) and the per capita income (CPI) are 5.5 per cent after 
20 years and 8 per cent after 40 years. 
If the average propensity to consume is lowered to APC=0.89, 
as shown in run nine, then the growth of the gross national product 
(GNP) increases by 6 per cent in 20 years and by 9.3 per cent in 40 
years. The difference in the growth of the personal disposable income 
(PINC) and the per capita income (CPI) is 7 per cent and 9 per cent, 
respectively. 
The Behavior of the Model Variables over Time 
DYNAMO permits plotting the behavior of the model variables over 
time, a feature which considerably facilitates the understanding of the 
model. 
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Figure 12. Time Behavior of Some Variables of Rising Birthrate. 
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Figure 13. Time Behavior of Four Variable Ratios of Rising Birthrate. CO LO 
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The plots of two runs are presented here to show the pattern of 
growth of the economy under extreme test inputs. The first run, plotted 
in Figure 12 and 13 has the following test inputs: 
APC=0.96; ABR=0.30; APR=0.6; PCA=0.55 
Figure 12 shows the absolute growth of eight variables. Due to 
a strong increase of the birthrate (BR=B), total population (PTL=P), 
labor force (PWRK=W), and total school enrollment (PSTUD=S) grow fast 
and at exponential rates. 
Gross national product (GNP=G) and private disposable income 
(PINC=J) grow in a linear way for about 20 years. Then the strong 
population growth becomes effective and causes an increasing growth of 
the two variables. Spending for education (EDUC=E) is the fastest 
growing variable on the plot, caused by the strong growth of school 
enrollment and the rising rates of spending per student. The increase 
of the business capital stock (BKST=K), which is a level variable, 
cannot be compared with the spending for education (EDUC=E), which is 
a rate variable. 
The plot of the index values in Figure 13 gives more information 
about the nature of the growth of the economy. 
The fraction of the population that is in the labor force (CWP=W) 
falls steadily from 42 to 38.6 per cent. As a result, gross national 
product per capita (CGP=G), although steadily growing, show a slowdown 
at about T=20 in the run. The slowdown is repeated in the per capita 
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disposable income (CPI=I). Due to the strong population growth, the 
share of the gross national product that is spent for education, i.e., 
(CED=E), grows steadily. The same growth can be observed in the share 
of government spending (CGG=U), after an initial decline in the first 
five years. As a consequence, the share of private disposable income 
in the gross national product (CIG=N) declines from 72 to 65.4 per cent 
in 40 years. 
The growth rate of the gross national product (GR=G) shows an 
initial decline and a subsequent increase after T=25 in the run. The 
decline occurs because the initial slow growth of the labor force is 
not fully offset by high investments, since the high average propensity 
to consume limits the available amount of capital. After about 25 years 
the increase of the birthrate leads to an increase of the labor force 
big enough to accelerate the growth rates of gross national product 
again. 
In contrast to the first run, a run with test inputs reflecting 
the opposite extreme is discussed below. The test inputs are: 
APC=0.89; ABR=0.015; APR=0.6; PCA=0.55. 
The plot in Figure 14 shows that the decreasing birthrate 
(BR=B) results in a very slow growth of the total population (PTL=P) 
and, with the typical delay of about 18 years, it leads to a slowdown 
in the growth of the labor force (PWRK=W). Total school enrollment 
reaches a peak after 20 years and then falls back to a slightly lower 
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level for the remainder of the run. The expenditures for education, 
although growing steadily, reflect this decrease in enrollment by a 
decreasing growth between T=20 and T=35. The low average propensity 
to consume leads to high investments and, as a consequence, to a 
strong growth of the business capital stock (BKST=K). Gross national 
product (GNP=G) and personal disposable income (PINC=I) show a steady 
absolute growth, since the decrease of population growth is counter­
balanced by the strong growth of the business capital stock. 
The second plot of the run, shown in Figure 15, shows the steady 
and almost linear growth of the per capita income (CPI=I) and the per 
capita gross national product (CGP=P). This strong growth of the per 
capita values is mostly due to the slow population growth. In addition, 
the share of the total population that is in the labor force, i.e. 
(CWP=W), rises during the run from 42 to 47.5 per cent. Although 
government expenditures per capita (CPG=P) grow permanently, the frac­
tion of gross national product spent by government (CGG=U) declines 
during the first 30 years. The share of the gross national product 
received as private income (CIG=N) decreases very slowly due to a 
gradual increase of the share of business investments. The slow growth 
of the labor force, in spite of high investments, is not able to sus­
tain a constant rate of growth of the gross national product (GR=G). 
The steady decline of the growth rate is mainly caused by the slow 
increase of the labor force. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Considerable efforts have been made in recent years in the field 
of economic model building and econometric research. The intention of 
this study, to put it into perspective, was not to compete with such 
endeavors as "The Brookings SSRC Quarterly Econometric Model of the 
United States." Instead, it has been attempted to build a model that 
is able to provide some numerical answers to questions in the limited 
area of the interaction between population and the economy. 
The model in its present form is able to generate a great number 
of numerical results. These results, presented in the previous chapter, 
should not be viewed as precise predictions but rather as orders of 
magnitude. 
Keeping in mind the limitations of the assumptions of the model, 
the following conclusions can be summarized from the results of the 
experiments: 
1. The size of the population reacts immediately to a change in 
the birthrate. School enrollment reacts sensibly after about eight 
years and the size of the labor force after 18 years. Demand, depend­
ing on the size of the population, is affected immediately by a change 
in the birthrate while production and income, depending on the size of 
the labor force, are affected with a delay of about 18 years. This 
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time lag creates an "artificial" change in per capita income and 
spending whenever the birthrate is not steady. For example, if the 
birthrate falls, population growth falls 18 years earlier than the 
growth of economic output and income. Per capita income is 
"artificially" increased during these 18 years when compared to a 
constant birthrate. 
2. Higher participation in education pays off in higher output. 
But the possible gain is likely to be very limited, since the present 
level of participation in education is already high. 
3. A lower average propensity to consume permits more invest­
ments which lead to an increased growth of the business output and, 
as a consequence, increased private income. Due to the faster growth 
of disposable income, private spending at a low average propensity to 
consume exceeds spending at a high APC after a limited period of time. 
As it is the case with probably any economic model, there is 
considerable room for qualitative improvements and quantitative refine­
ments. The model could be extended or disaggregated in many directions. 
However, a definite limit is set by the capabilities of the DYNAMO com­
piler for the Burroughs B5500 computer. Some of the planned extensions 
of the model had to be abandoned for this reason. 
The results presented in this study are only a small part of the 
results obtainable from experiments for which the model could be 
adapted without major changes. An interesting experiment of this kind 
would be to feed the model with the initial values of an underdeveloped 
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country, such an India, or a country with a different population 
structure, such as Germany, and compare the results. 
A further field where the model is believed to be of great 
practical value is the testing of different policies of fiscal 
stabilization. The results of such a study could contribute to the 
theory of feedback stabilization and demonstrate the usefulness of 
various policies. 
The author feels that aside from the actual output, the process 
of building an economic model provides the model builder with an 
excellent understanding of the underlying economic theory and enables 
him to penetrate deeper into the subject. 
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APPENDIX 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
RUN 
N O T E 
N O T E * * S U P P L Y - D E M A N D ECUNQMY * * 
N U T E 
N O T E P U P U L A T I U N I N C R E A S E EQU AT I O N S 
5 2 L P O e K = P O . J + C D T ) ( R B R . J » A - R O . J K - R D T O . J K + O ) P I 
3 / R B R o K L = D L L A Y 3 C A b R , 1 0 ) B I R T H R A T E P 2 - 1 
N B R = 0 « 0 2 3 6 I N I T I A L V A L U E P 2 - 2 
c 
A b R = 0 . 0 2 3 6 A S S V A L U E O F B I R T H R A T E P 2 - 3 
1 2 R R B R . K L = C P T L 9 K ) C B R . K ) B I R T H 8 2 - 4 
1 2 R R O T O . K L = C P O e K ) ( U R U ) P 3 
6 R R 0 o K L = P 0 . K P 4 
I L P I S K = P 1 . J + C D T ) C R O . J K - R 1 • J K ) ?b 
6 R R l . K L = P 1 . K P 6 
1 L P 2 o K = P 2 . J + ( D T ) C R l . J K - K 2 , J K ) P 7 
6 R R 2 « K L = P 2 . K P 8 
I L P 3 . K = P 3 . J + C D T ) C R 2 . J K - R 3 . J K ) P 9 
6 R R 3 . K L = P 3 . K P 1 0 
5>2L P 4 . K = P 4 . J + C D T ) ( R 3 . J K - R 4 , J K " R D T 4 * J K + O ) P l l 
1 9 R R 0 T 4 o K L - C D R 4 ) C P l . K + P 2 • K + P 3 « K + P 4 . K ) P 1 2 
6 R R 4 . K l . = P 4 • K P 1 3 
3 7 B b X l s d O X L I l M C 1 0 * 1 . 0 ) P 1 4 
6 A B A 1 * 1 . K = P 4 . K P 1 5 
6 A P 1 3 , K = B X 1 * 1 0 . K P 1 6 
6 R R 1 3 . K L = P 1 3 e K P 1 7 
5 2 L P 1 4 . K = P 1 4 , J + ( D T ) C R l 3 . J K - R l 4 , J K - R D T l 4 . J K + 0 ) P 1 8 
6 R R 1 4 . K L = P 1 4 . K P 1 9 
1 0 A P A X l . K s B X l * 2 . K + d X l * i . K + B X l * 4 # K + B X l * 5 . K + B X l * 6 . K + B X l * 7 . K P 2 0 
1 0 A P 3 1 4 . K s P A X l ..K + B X l ' * f l . K + B X l * 9 . K + B X l * 1 0 #K + P 1 4 . K + u P 2 1 
1 2 R R 0 T 1 4 . K L = C P 5 1 4 . K ) C D R 1 4 ) P 2 2 
3 7 6 B X 2 = B Q X L I N C 1 0 * 1 , 0 ) P 2 3 
6A B X 2 * 1 . K = P 1 4 * K P 2 4 
6 A P 2 3 . K = B X 2 * 1 Q . K P 2 5 
1 2 R RU T 2 4 . KL = ( P 1 5 2 4 . K U D R 2 4 ) P 2 6 
6 R R 2 3 e K L = P 2 3 , K P 2 7 
5 2 L P 2 4 e K - P 2 4 . J + ( j T ) C R 2 3 o J K - R 2 4 e J K - R D T 2 4 . J K + O ) P 2 8 
6 R R 2 4 . K L = P 2 4 , K P 2 9 
1 OA PAX2oK=8X2*2.K+8X2*3.K+8X2*4.K+BX2*5.K+8X2*6.K+BX2*7,K P30 
10A P1!324.K*HAX2.K + 8X2*8,K + BX2*9.K + BX2*10.K + P24.K P31 
37Q Bx3=BOXLlN(lO#l,0) P32 
6A BX3*1 .K = P24.K P33 
6A P33.K«8X3*10.K P34 
6R R33.KL=P33.K P35 
52L P34.K«P34.J+(DT)(H33.JK-R34.JK-RDT34.JK+O) P36 
6R R34 ,KLaP34.K P37 
10A PAx3.K=BX3*2.K+bx3*3.K+Bx3*4.K+Bx3*5.K+Bx3*6,K+Bx3*/.K P37 
10A P25 34.K = PAX 3.K + BX3*8.K + BX3*9.K+BX3*10.K + P34.K P38 
12R RDT34.KL=(P25 34.K)CDR34) P39 
37B BX̂ =BUXLIN(10,1.0) P40 
6A dx4*l .K=P34,K P41 
6A P43.K*BX4*10.K P42 
6R R43.KL=P43,K P43 
52L. P44 .K=P44. J + COT HR43. JK-R4 4. JK-RDT4 4. JK + O) P44 
6R R44,KL=P44.K P45 
10A PAX4aK = BX4*2.K + 8X4*3,K + BX4*4.K + BX4*5oK + BX4*6s,K + BX4*?r.K P46 10A P3544.K=PAX4.K+BX4*8.K+8X4*9,K+BX4*10.K+P44.K P47 
12R RDT44.KL=(P354 4.J)CDR44) P48 
IL PA5,K = P̂i>. J + CDT)(R44. JK-R4b. JK) P49 
6R RA5.KL=P4boK P50 
XL P469K = P46.J + (L)r)(K45eJK-R46.jK) P51 
6R R46.KL̂P46.K P52 
1L P47.K = P47.J+(uT)(R46«jK-R4?'eJK) P53 
6R R47.KL=P47eK P54 
IL P4 8.K=P4deJ+CDT)(R47,JK-R48.JK) P55 
6R R48.KL=P4dcK P56 
52L P49eK=P49.J+CUT)(R48eJK"R49eJK-RDT49eJK+O) P57 
6R R4V.KL=P49.K P56 
10A P4b4V.K = P45.K+P46.K+P4? PK+P48.K + P49.K + 0 P59 
12R RDT4V„KL=(P4549.K)CDR49) P60 
1L P50cK=P50.J+CUT)(R49oJK-R50.JK) P61 
6R RSO.KL=P5o«K P62 
IL P!J1 .KBP51 # J+COTKRbO. JK-R51 ? JK) P63 
6R Rbl.KL=P51.K P64 
XL Pb2cKaP52. J + CDD(R51o JK-R52. JK) P65 
6 R R 5 2 . K L = P S 2 . K P 6 6 
IL P 5 3 . K = P i > 3 . J + CDT ) C R b 2 , j K - R b 3 , J K ) P 6 7 
6 R H t > 3 . K L = P 5 3 . K P 6 8 
5 2 L Fb4.K = P:>4,J + C D T ) C R b 3 . J K - R 5 4 . J K - R U T 5 4 . J K + 0) P 6 9 
6 R R b 4 9 K L = P S 4 . K P 7 0 
1 0 A P b 0 3 4 « K = P b 0 . K + P 5 l O K + P 5 2 . K + P 5 3 . K + P 5 4 . K + 0 P 7 1 
12R R D 1 5 4 « K L = ( P 5 0 b 4 . K J C 4 ) P 7 2 
IL PbSpK=P3b. J + CJ D C K 5 4 , J K - R 5 5 , J K ) P 7 3 
6 R Rb5.KL=P5boK P / 4 
IL Pb6 ,K=Pi>6. J + Cu T ) C R b t > . J K - R 5 6 , J K ) P 7 5 
6 R Rb6 , K L = Pb6.K P 7 6 
I L P b 7 , K = P5̂ , J + ( t ) T ) C K i > 6 , J K - R 5 7 , J K ) P 7 7 
6 R Rb7.KL=Pb7,K P 7 8 
IL P b 3 . K = P b b , J + C D T ) C R b f . j K - R b 8 . J K ) P 7 9 
6 R R : d 8 « K L = P b d • K P 8 0 
b 2 L Pb9.K = Pi>9. J + C J T K R b o . J K - R 5 9 , J K ~ R D T 5 9 . J K + O) P 8 1 
6 R Rb9.KL=Pb9„K P 8 2 
1 2 R R 0 T b 9 9 K L » ( P 5 5 b 9 . K ) ( D R 5 9 ) P 8 3 
1 0 A P 5 5 5 9 . K = P 5 5 o K + P 5 6 E K + PS*R»K + P 5 8 . K + P 5 9 , J + O P 8 4 
IL P 6 0 . K = P 6 0 . J + C D T ) < R 5 9 , J K - R 6 0 • J K ) P 8 5 
6 R R60.KL=P60.K P 8 6 
I L P 6 1 . K = P 6 1 . J + ( D T ) C R 6 0 . J K - R 6 1 P J K ) P 6 7 
6 R R 6 1 , K L = P 6 1 . K P88 
IL P 6 2 . K = P 6 2 . J + C D T ) ( R 6 1 . J K - R 6 2 . J K ) P 8 9 
6 R R 6 2 . K L = P 6 2 . K P 9 0 
IL P 6 3 . K = P 6 3 . J + C u ) T ) C R 6 2 e J K - R 6 3 , J K ) P 9 1 
6 R R 6 3 . K L = P 6 3 o K P 9 2 
5 2 L P 6 4 0 K = P b 4 s J + COT)CR6 3 , J K - R 6 4 „ J K - R Q I 6 4 . J K + O ) P 9 3 
6 R R64.KL=P64oK P 9 4 
1 2 R RDT64*KL=CP6064,K)CDR64) P 9 5 
1 0 A P 6 0 6 4 .K = P 6 0 o K + P 6 1 •K+P62eK+ P 6 3 .K + P 6 4 ,K+O P 9 6 
1 2 R Rf)T65.KL = C P 6 5 P L . K )CDRo5P.K) P 9 7 
I L P 6 b P L . K = P 6 5 P L . J + C O T ) ( R 6 4 . J K - R D T 6 b * J K ) P 9 8 
N O T E 
N O T E C O N S T A N T S AND I N I T I A L C O N D I T I O N S F O R POP.INC e EQUATIUNS 
N O T E 
C OR0=0« 0 2 4 0 / D R 4 = 0 .O G l O / D R l 4 = U e 0004/DR24=0.0011/DR34s0.0015 
C DR4 4=Q.0030/DR49=0.0060/0R54*0.007/0R59=0,Q14/DR64sQ,019 
14A 0fl6bP.KsU.Q60-C0.00ub)(T.K> 
6N Pu=4.ll/Pl=4.10/P2=4,10/P3=3.96/P4=3.95 
C 8X1* = 3.95/3.82/3.76/3.65/3.48/3.48/3.47/3.57/3.50/2. 74 
6N *Jl4 = 2.75 
C 2* = 2. 75/2. 79/2.66/2.5 3/2.2 7/2. 19/2.20/2.14/2.10/2. 14 
6N P24=2.17 
C UX3*=2.17/2.0 7/2.19/2.16/2.28/2.3 3/2.3 3/2.42/2.39/2.4 7 
6N P34=2.55 
C 8X4*=2.55/2.49/2.47/2.52/2»47/2.40/2.39/2.29/2.23/2.25 
6n P44=2P2 3/p45=2.21/P46=2.21/P4 7=2.08/P48=2.12/P49=2.03/P5Q=1.98 
6N P51=1-95/P52=l»86/P53=1.8 7/P54=l.30/P55=l.7U/P56s1.69/P57=1.54 
6N P58=l.86/p59=l.5U/P60=1.4 4/P6l=l.38/P62=l.37/p63=1.41/P64=l.35 
6N P65PL=16.65 
NUTE 
note auxiliary populatiun equations 
NOTE 
10A PKID.K=P0.K+P1«K+P2.K+P3.K+P4.K+BX1*2.K P99 
8A PPUP.K=P514.K-BX1*20K+8X2*2.K PlOO 
10A P16PL.K = PTL.K-P1 •K-P2.K-P3.K-P4.K-P514,K",8X2*2.K PI 01 
10A p2564.K = P25 34.K + pJ544.K + p4549.K + p5054.K + p5559,K + p6064 .K Pi02 
10A PTL,K=P65PL,K+P2564,K+P1524,K+PPUP.K+PKIDfK+0 P103 
20A RR.K=P65PL.K/PTL.K P104 
NOTE 
NOTE EDUCATIUN SECTOR 
NUTE 
7A PSTUD.K=PES.K+SCL.K ALL STUDENTS El 
NOTE *** ELEMENTARY SCHUUL 
19A SES.K=(l.Q2>Cp514.K-8Xl*2.K-P14,K-0) STUD ELEM SCHOOL E2 
12A GLS.K=C0.98)CP13.K) GRAD ELEM SCHOOL E3 
NOTE ***HlGHSCHOOL 
12A HlN.KLa(PH.K)(P13.K) ENTER H1GHSCH00L E4 
3L PH.K = PH.vl + (DTK 1 /10 ) (0c99-PH.J) PART RATE HIGHSCHOQL P5-1 
N PH=0.96 INITIAL VALUE P5-2 
IL HS1.K=HS1.J+CDT)(HIN.JK-HRl.JK) 1ST YR HIGHSCHOUL E6 
6R HR1 .KLstHSl.K E7 
52L Hs2.K*HS2.J+(DT)CHRl,jK-HR2.JK-DPl,JK-0) 2ND YR HlGHSCOOL E6 
6 R H R 2 # KL = H S 2 • K E 9 
5 2 L H S 3 , K S H S 3 . J + C O l ) C H R 2 , J K - H R 3 , J K - D P 2 , J K - 0 ) 3 R D YR H I G H S C O Q L E 1 0 
6 R H R 3 • KL=»HS3 • K E l l 
5 2 L H S 4 . K = H S 4 . J + C D T M H R S . J K - H R 4 . J K " D P 3 • J K - 0 ) 4 T H YR H I G H S C H O U L E 1 2 
6 R H H 4 e K L = H S 4 , K E 1 3 
1 4 A U l e K = 0 , 0 2 4 - ( 0 . 0 0 0 5 ) ( T . K ) D R O P O U T R A T E E 1 4 
1 2 R U P l . K L = ( 0 1 . K ) C H S l . K ) D R O P O U T 1 S T YR E 1 5 
1 3 R U P 2 . K L = ( U 1 « K ) ( H S 2 . K ) ( 3 . Q ) D R O P O U T 2 N D YR E 1 6 
1 3 R 
0P3 .KL3(2.5)(0l ,K)CHS3 .K) D R O P O U T 3 R D YR E 1 7 6 A G r i S . K = H S 4 . K GRAD H l G H S C H O O L E 1 9 
9 A S H S . K = r i S l . K + H S 2 . K + H S 3 , K + H S 4 , K E N R O L L M H l G H S C H O O L E 2 0 
9 A H D P - K = 0 P 1 . K + D P 2 » K + 0 P 3 , K U R O P U U T H l G H S C H O O L E 2 1 
6 N H S l = 2 . 5 / H S 2 = 2 , 5 1 / H S 3 = 2 e 5 4 / H S 4 = 2 . 1 I N I T I A L V A L U E S 
7A P E S . K = S H S « K + S E S . K E N R O L L M C L A S S 1 - 1 2 E 2 2 
1 3 A K P S . K = C P E S . K ) ( K E . K ) ( 0 . 0 0 1 ) C U S T E L E M + H I G H S C H E 2 3 
1 4 A K E . K = 4 6 9 + C 2 9 . 5 M T . K ) C O S T P E R S T U D E 2 4 
NOTE. * * * C O L L E G E 
1 2 A E C L . K - ( P C . K ) ( B X 2 * 4 . K ) E N T E R C O L L E 2 5 
H A PC » K L = D E L A Y 3 ( P C A > 2 0 ) P A R T R A T E I N C Q L L E G E E 2 6 - 1 
N PC = 0 E 4 ! > I N I T I A L V A L U E E 2 6 - 2 
C P C A = 0 . 5 b A S Y M P T V A L U E E 2 6 - 3 
I L C L l . K * C L l . J + ( O T ) ( E : C L . J K - R C l t J K ) 1 S T Y R C O L L E 2 7 
6 R R C l o K L = C L l 8 K E 2 8 
I L C L 2 . K = C L 2 . j + ( o T M R C l . J K - R C 2 . J K ) 2 N D YR C U L L E 2 9 
6 R R C 2 . K L s t L 2 . K E 3 0 
5 2 L C L 3 . K = C L 3 e J + C D T ) ( R C 2 . J K - R C 3 . J K " G P S • J K - 0 ) 3 R D YR C O L L E 3 1 
6 A R C 3 9 K L * C L 3 0 K E 3 2 
1 I R G P S , K L = ( P P e K ) ( C L 2 0 K ) GRAD 2 YR I N S T I T E 3 3 
1 4 A P P . K = 0 , 4 0 - ( 0 . 0 0 2 ) ( T o K ) GRAD R A T E 2 YR I N S T E 3 4 
I L C L 4 . K = C L 4 , J + ( D T ) C R C 3 . J K - R C 4 E J K ) 4 T H YR C U L L E 3 5 
6 R R C 4 , K L = C L 4 « K E 3 5 
5 2 L C L b , K = C L 5 , J + C U T ) ( R C 4 o j K - R C b 9 J K - G B S . J K - 0 ) 5 T H YR C O L L E 3 6 
6 R R C 5 . K L = C L 5 . K E 3 7 
1 2 R G B S . K L = ( P B S . K ) ( C L 4 . K ) GRAD 4 YR I N S T I T E 3 8 
1 4 A P B S « K = 0 . 8 0 - ( 0 . G Q 4 ) ( T . K ) GRAD R A T E 4 YR I N S T E 3 9 
I L C L 6 . K « C L 6 . J + ( 0 T ) C R C 5 , J K - G M S . J K ) 6 T H YR C O L L E 4 0 
6 R G M S . K L = C L 6 o K GRAD 6 YR I N S T I T E 4 1 
1 0 A SCL.K*CL1.K+CL2.K+CL3.K+CL4.K+CL5.K+CL6.K ENROLM COLEGE E42 6N CLl*l •1l/CL2sl•0/CL3=0.55/CL4a0.a2/CL5=0.00/CL6=0.076 
13A KuL.KsCSCL.K)(KC.K)C0,001) COST COLEGE E43 14A KC.K = 1750 + C82KT.K) COST PER STUDENT E4  7R EOUC.KsKPS.K+KCL.K TOTAL E X P E N D EDUC E45 
12A IrtST.KsC TR.K)(PE$.K + C$CL.K)(2)) INSTUCTORS E46 1A TR.K = 0.042 + (0.001 1 HT.K) INST"STUD RATIO E46-1 20A R3.K-PSTUD.K/PTL.K STUDENT RATE E47 NOTE IL T.K=T.J+COT)C1.0+0) TIME COUNT E48-1 N T=0 INITIAL VALUE E48-2 NOTE NOTE LABOR" fURCE NOTE 12A PWRK.K=(P16PL.K)(PR.K) AVAIL LABOR FORCE LI 1A PĤKL=OELAY3(APR#10) PART RATE IN LABOR FORCE L2-1 N PR=0.6 INIT VLUE O F PART RATE L2"2 C APR=0,6 ASYMPT VAL OF PART RATE L2-3 14A GESL.K = GES.K-(PH.«OCPl3,K) ENTER F R O M E L SCHOOL L 3 
11 A GSL.K-GESL.K + GHS.K-ECL.K + GPS.K + GBSoK + GMS.K + HDP.K NOTE ENTER FROM A L L SCOOLS L 4 12A GLF.KsCGSL.rO(0.94) ADJUST ENTRIES L5 6A GRl.K=GLF.K-PwRK.K+BXL8*2.K RETIREMENTS L 6 37B BXL8=BGXLIN(2,1) PAST LABOR FORCE L 7 C BXL8*=71.5/70.8 INITIAL VALUE L38 6A BXL8*1.K=PWRK.K L9 IL SYLF>K=SYLF«J+CDT)(SYIN«K*SYOUT«K) T O T EDUC OF LF LIO 12N SYLF = CPWRK)(11.2) INITIAL VALUE L U 
18A SYIN.K=(0.94)(CGESLOK)(8)+(GHSPK)C12)+CGPS.K)(14)+CGBS»K)(16)+(GMS 
X I ,K)(18)+(H0P.K)(9)-(ECL.K)C12)) EDUC OF ENTRIES L12 
12A SYOUT.K=(GRT.K)(YSRT.K) EDUC OF RETIREM L13 
5 2 L YSRT.K-YSRT»J+(DT)Cl/40)(la5-YSRT»J) AVER EDUC OF RETIR L14-1 N YSRT=8,5 INITIAL VALUE L14-2 
20A YSGL.K=SYIN„K/GLF.K AVER EDUC OF ENTRIES L15 20A AYS.K-SYLF O K / P W R K O K AVER EDUC OF LF L16 21A Aj.K = CC.AYS.K)(O.V)/11.2)+0ol ADjUSTM COEF  L17 
NOTE vo 
NOT t PRIVATE SECTOR 
NOTE 
1QA PINC.K»GNP,K+GWLF• K-RTE.K-BDPR•K-TTAX.K + GINT.K PERS DISP INCOME PRl 
IL P P C H . K = PPCH,J + CDT)((APC)(PINC .K)-PPCH,J) PRIVATE SPENDING PR2-1 
N PPCh=316 INITIAL VALUE PR2-2 
C ApC=0.93 AVERAGE PROP TO CONSUME PR3 
22A PPCR.K=CPPCH,K)/IC.K DEFLATED PRIV SPENDING PR4 
/ A PSAV.KsPlNC.K-PPCR.K PRIVATE SAVINGS PR5 
IL PMST.KsPMST,J + CDT )CPSAV.K) PRIV SAVINGS ACCOUNT PR6-1 
N PMST*210 INITIAL VALUE PR6-2 
12A PINV.K=C0,15)CPPCR.K) INVESTM IN HOUSING PR7 
12A PC0NS.Ks=C0o85)CPPCReK) PRIV NONINVESTM SPENDING PR8 
IL HST.K«HST, J + CDT.) CP INVtJK-HDPRtJK) STOCK O F RES HOUSING PR9-1 
6N HSW50 INITIAL VALUE PR9-2 
12R HOPRtKL=C0.035)CHST.K) DEPREC UN HOUSING PR10 
NOTE 
NOTE GOVERNMENT SECTOR 
NOTE 
10A GEXPoK = GSRVoK + tiINV.K + GlNTtK + GwLF,K + GCTR,K + EUUC.K/2 PUtJL EXPEND GI 
12R G I N T P K L = C G M S T . K ) C-0*036) INT ON PUBLIC DEBT G2 
IL GMST*K=GMST* J + CDT )C'f TAX • K-GEXP • K ) PUBLIC DEBT G3 
N GMST*-320 INIT VALUE G4 
HA GINVt KsC-21 + C 0.266 )CPTL.K)C GROW •K + D/2) PUBLIC INVESTM G5 
UA GSRV*K=C-40+C0.600)CPTL.K)) PUBLIC SERVICES G6 
7 A GWLF.KsHUFP.JK-PINS.JK PUBL WELF EXPEND G7 
14- WLFP.KL»-90+C7.a)CP65PL.K) wELF AND SU SEC PAYM G8 
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SOME RESULTS OF THE MODEL VALIDATION 
The following table compares the actual values of some of the 
model variables with the values obtained during the model validation. 
For each year, the upper line shows the actual value, the second line 
shows the simulated value, and the third line gives the difference 
between the actual and the simulated value In percentage of the 
actual value. 
Table 8. Some Results of the Model Validation 
(Population Values in Millions, Money 
Values in Billions of Dollars) 
Year PTL P65PL GEXP GEPL GNP PPCH BINV PWRK 
60 180 16.53 94.9 8. 35 487 .7 316 47.1 72.1 
179.6 16.65 102.1 8.30 490 .2 316 47.5 71.1 
-0.22% 0.0% 7.6% -0.0% 0 .5% 0.0% 0.1% -1.4% 
62 186 17.1 107.5 8.89 529 .8 338 47.9 74.0 
184.9 17.27 115.4 8.7 527 .3 340 51.7 72.9 
-0.59 0.0 6.8 -0.2 -0 .5 0.6 7.5 -1.5 
64 192 17.7 111.2 9.58 581 .1 374 57.8 75.8 
191.3 17.7 122.1 9.4 568 .3 353 58.8 74.8 
-0.36 0.0 9.8 -0.2 -2 .2 -5.0 1.7 -1.5 
66 196.6 124.5 10.87 652 .6 418 75.0 78.9 
195.6 132.9 9.9 629 .9 389.2 69.3 77.5 
-0.5 6.8 -8.9 -3 .5 -6.7 -7.6 -1.9 
67 11.61 669 .2 430 
10.15 637 .5 339 
-12.5 -4 .7 -7.1 
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